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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS: Candle-flame Oscillators; Synchronization; Amplitude Death;

Phase-flip Bifurcation; Weak Chimera; Chimera; Minimal Net-

work

Nonlinear phenomena emerging from the coupled behaviour of a network of oscilla-

tors have attracted considerable research attention over the years, of which, symmetry-

breaking phenomena such as chimera, clustering, and weak chimera along with am-

plitude death and phase-flip bifurcation are some noteworthy examples. Understanding

these global dynamical behaviour exhibited by a network of coupled oscillators has been

a topic of extensive research in many fields of science and engineering. Various factors

govern the resulting dynamical behaviour of such networks, including the number of

oscillators and the coupling schemes between them. Although these factors are seldom

significant in a large population of oscillators, a small change in these factors can dras-

tically affect the global behaviour in small populations. Therefore, recent studies focus

on the discovery of such phenomena in a system with minimum number of oscillators,

as their insights can equally be applied to the dynamics of large, spatially extended

systems. Moreover, the individual occurrence of the aforementioned phenomenon has

been a focus of most studies in the past. Therefore, a collective existence of all these

phenomena in single system is rarely observed.

The primary aim of the present project report is to provide the experimental exis-

tence of several phenomena, including symmetry-breaking phenomena such as cluster-

ing, weak chimera, and chimera along with theoretically reported states of in-phase and

anti-phase chimera and other states of synchronization and oscillation quenching, in a

network of two or more coupled candle-flame oscillators, exhibiting limit cycle oscilla-

tions in the uncoupled state. In the case of two candle-flame oscillators, we observe the

transition from in-phase synchronization (IP) to the state of anti-phase synchronization

(AP) via the intermediate state of amplitude death (AD) as the distance between the

oscillators is increased. As the strength of coupling between the oscillators is increased
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by increasing the number of candles in an oscillator, we report a decrease in the span

of AD region between the states of in-phase and anti-phase oscillations, leading up to

the point of phase-flip bifurcation (PFB). Although theoretical research has postulated

the coexistence of AD and PFB upon variation of different control parameters, such an

occurrence has not been reported in practical systems. We provide the first experimen-

tal evidence of the coexistence of AD and PFB in a physical system, comprising of a

coupled pair of candle-flame oscillators.

The investigation is further extended to present the first experimental study high-

lighting the existence of several states of symmetry-breaking coupled dynamics of an

array of four non-locally coupled candle-flame oscillators, as the distance between them

is varied. We also provide an experimental confirmation of different dynamical states,

including in-phase, anti-phase, and multi-phase weak chimera. Hence by varying the

coupling structure in a network of four oscillators, we observe the emergence of phase

locking, amplitude quenching, and chimera states. In many practical systems, one (or

more) among these states is considered undesirable. Therefore, we bring out the pos-

sibility of evading the undesirable occurrence of phase-locking, amplitude quenching,

and chimera states by smart control of the coupling parameters.

In the subsequent analysis of the project report, we provide an experimental inves-

tigation on the effect of factors, such as number, coupling strength and topology of the

oscillators, on the coupled behaviour of a minimal network of candle-flame oscillators.

We found that when the oscillators are strongly coupled, the global behaviour of the

network exhibits in-phase synchrony and amplitude death, which remains independent

of the number and the topology of oscillators. However, when they are weakly coupled,

the global behaviour of the network exhibits the occurrence of multiple stable states

which alternately switch in time. In addition to such states of clustering, chimera, and

weak chimera, we report the first experimental evidence of partial amplitude death in a

network of candle-flame oscillators. We also show that the networks with closed-loop

topology tend to hold global synchronization for longer duration as compared to those

with open-loop topology.

Finally, the experimental results obtained from coupled pair and quadruplet of candle-

flame oscillators are compared with a generic mathematical model of time-delay cou-

pled Stuart-Landau oscillators. We observe that the dynamics observed in coupled
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Stuart-Landau oscillators show high similarity to those observed in candle-flame os-

cillators. Thus, we understood that coupled candle-flame oscillators exhibit a variety

of dynamical behaviour depending on the number of oscillators, the coupling strength,

and the topological arrangement of the oscillators. The results obtained can be used as

a benchmark for several theoretical studies on coupled oscillators using generic math-

ematical oscillators. Further, due to the simple and generic nature of these oscillators,

we can conclude that the results obtained from candle-flame oscillators can be extended

to various other fields of engineering including biological, ecological, mechanical and

electrochemical systems.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Coupled behaviour emerging from the interaction of oscillators have become an exten-

sive area of research due to the emergence of various intriguing nonlinear phenomena as

a consequence of coupling between them (Kuramoto, 1984; Glass and Mackey, 1988;

Winfree, 2001; Strogatz, 2004). Both theoretical and experimental studies have flurried

into the literature on different aspects of the coupled phenomenon discovered in vari-

ous systems found in nature. Starting from the motions of coupled pendula (Kapitaniak

et al., 2014) and extending towards suppressing coronavirus spread (Savi et al., 2020),

collective behaviour as a consequence of mutual interaction has attracted research at-

tention since many decades (Blasius et al., 1999; Selkoe, 2000; Néda et al., 2000; Glass,

2001; Strogatz et al., 2005a).

Nevertheless, recent studies focus on the classification of diverse amounts of dy-

namical states that emerge due to coupling between oscillators. Those dynamical states

range from synchronization (Pikovsky et al., 2003), clustering (Pecora et al., 2014),

oscillation quenching (Saxena et al., 2012) to symmetry-breaking phenomena such as

chimera (Abrams and Strogatz, 2004), and weak chimera (Ashwin and Burylko, 2015).

Studies on such coupled behaviours reveal their importance in various physical, biolog-

ical, chemical, ecological, and engineering systems (Mizuno et al., 1989; Dolnik and

Marek, 1988; Hansel and Sompolinsky, 1992; Roy and Thornburg Jr, 1994; Schäfer

et al., 1998; Strogatz, 1998; Reddy et al., 1998, 2000).

The occurrence of these dynamical states has been studied in networks where the

number of oscillators range from an order of one (Kapitaniak et al., 2014; Hart et al.,

2016) to thousand (Kuramoto and Battogtokh, 2002). It is interesting to note that in a

large network of coupled oscillators, the addition or removal of a few oscillators does

not affect the global dynamical behaviour of the entire system (Wickramasinghe and

Kiss, 2013). Furthermore, in such a network of oscillators, a change in the topologi-

cal position (or coupling arrangement) of a few oscillators might not affect the overall

response of the system. However, these observations exhibited by a large network of



oscillators may not be applicable to the networks where the number of oscillators is

very few (i.e., the minimal oscillator network).

Coupled behaviour of oscillators in minimalist networks (number of oscillators 2

to 10) has shown several interesting dynamical behaviours. These networks are very

susceptible to the addition or removal of an oscillator and also to a change in the topo-

logical arrangement of oscillators in a network. Any change in these properties would

result in drastic changes in the global behaviour of the system (Wickramasinghe and

Kiss, 2013). The addition of an oscillator increases the degrees of freedom of the sys-

tem, increasing the complexities in the behaviour of the system.

For example, in a system of coupled candle-flame oscillators, when the number of

oscillators is two, the system shows three prominent behaviours which are asymptoti-

cally stable in time such as in-phase synchronization, anti-phase synchronization, and

desynchronization (Kitahata et al., 2009). While, as the number of oscillators is in-

creased to three and located in an equilateral triangle arrangement, the system shows a

drastic change in its global dynamical behaviour from showing a single stable dynam-

ical state seen in two oscillators to the presence of multiple stable states. These states

include in-phase synchronization, amplitude death, partial in-phase, and rotation mode

(Okamoto et al., 2016). Due to the presence of only a few number of oscillators, the

data acquisition and analysis process of an individual oscillator is much simpler in min-

imal networks when compared to large networks of oscillators. Yet another advantage

of studying minimal oscillators is that the insights obtained from such minimal systems

can be equally applied to the dynamics of large, spatially extended systems (Hart et al.,

2016).

Furthermore, studies on minimal oscillator networks primarily focus on the discov-

ery of various dynamical states including all symmetry-breaking states, and the states

of synchronization and oscillation quenching in individual systems, such as lasers (Hart

et al., 2016), electrochemical oscillators (Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013), and me-

chanical oscillators (Kapitaniak et al., 2014). The collective existence of all these dy-

namical states in a single system is rarely studied. Further, many symmetry-breaking

dynamical states such as in-phase and anti-phase weak chimera (Maistrenko et al.,

2017) have only been observed in theoretical studies and, therefore, an experimental

observation of all such theoretically discovered are also to be reported.
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1.1 Objectives and Overview of the Project Report

The present study is a quest for the experimental evidence of all aforementioned nonlin-

ear phenomena observed in an autonomous system with minimum number of coupled

candle-flame oscillators. The parameters varied in the case of candle-flame oscillators

are the distance between the candle-flame oscillators, the number of candles in an os-

cillators, number of oscillators and the topology in which the oscillators are arranged.

With the variation of these parameters one at a time keeping the other parameters con-

stant, we observe the presence of weak chimera, chimera, clustering, in-phase, anti-

phase and multi-phase chimera, in addition to other states such as synchronization and

oscillation quenching in a network of coupled candle-flame oscillators. The coupled

dynamics exhibited by candle-flame oscillators show high similarity with the behaviour

exhibited by time-delay coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators.

Therefore, based on the current understanding of the literature on minimal oscilla-

tors in general and on the experimental studies on candle-flame oscillators, we come

up with the following specific objectives for the present report. The list of objectives is

given below.

1. Study the emergence of various dynamical states observed due to the coupled
interaction of candle-flame oscillators. Then, characterize different states of syn-
chronization observed in these oscillators using tools from synchronization theory
and nonlinear dynamics.

2. Examine the coupled dynamics exhibited by a pair (two) of coupled candle-flame
oscillators, under the variation of two parameters, the distance between two os-
cillators and the number of candles constituting each oscillator, and study the
dynamical behaviour exhibited by the system.

3. Investigate the occurrence of various symmetry-breaking phenomena, including
weak chimera, chimera, and clustering in a system of four coupled candle-flame
oscillators placed in a rectangular topology. Analyze the amplitude, phase, and
frequency characteristics of each of the dynamical state exhibited by these oscil-
lators for various combinations of distance between the oscillators.

4. Examine the effect of topology on the coupled behaviour of a minimal network
of candle-flame oscillators. Examine different open-loop (straight and star) and
closed-loop topologies (triangle and square) of minimal networks consisting of
two to four oscillators. Finally, study the coupled behaviour of an annular network
of oscillators to understand the effect of increase in the number of oscillators in
the topology on the global behaviour of the network.

5. Lastly, investigate the ability of the generic mathematical model of time-delay
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coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators in supplementing the experimental results ob-
served in coupled candle-flame oscillators.

The organization of the report is presented as follows.

In Chapter 2, a basic introduction of the synchronization theory, with the history,

and applications, is provided. The chapter also provides a summary of tools that have

been devised to study synchronization of coupled oscillators. It ends with a detailed

description of various dynamical states observed in coupled oscillators in general.

Chapter 3 summarizes the various experimental setups implemented in the study

of coupled candle-flame oscillators. It discusses the manufacturing of candle-flame

oscillators and the experimental techniques and tools used in the analysis of the coupled

dynamics of these oscillators.

In Chapter 4, we discuss the experimental results obtained from the mutual interac-

tion of a pair of candle-flame oscillators. The chapter is divided into two sections: one

where similar oscillators are coupled and the other with dissimilar oscillators are cou-

pled. The first experimental coexistence of amplitude death and phase-flip bifurcation

in a coupled pair of candle-flame oscillators is discussed in this chapter.

The experimental investigation of coupled dynamics of four candle-flame oscilla-

tors in a rectangular arrangement for various combination of distance between these

oscillators is delineated in Chapter 5. The study on the presence of several nonlin-

ear phenomena such as synchronization, amplitude death, clustering, and chimeras in a

system of four coupled candle-flame oscillators is presented.

The dependence of topological arrangement on the coupled behaviour of networks

with minimal number of oscillators is described in Chapter 6. Systems consisting of

two, three, and four oscillators are subjected to various types of open-loop (straight

& star) and closed-loop (triangular & square) topological arrangements. Further, the

investigation is extended to annular (close-loop) topologies consisting of five to seven

oscillators.

In Chapter 7, the generic mathematical model of time-delay coupled Stuart-Landau

oscillators is used to supplement the experimental results of two and four coupled

candle-flame oscillators. Finally, conclusions derived from the present report are pro-

vided in Chapter 8. This chapter also includes the scope for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Introduction to Synchronization Theory

Synchronization leading to self-organization within a population of oscillators due to

their mutual coupling has awed the human minds since time immemorial (Pikovsky

et al., 2003). Following the observation of mutual adjustment of rhythms of pendulum

clocks (see Fig. 2.1), Huygens in the 17th century named this behaviour as sympa-

thy, later called synchronization (Huygens, 1665), wherein all oscillators adjust their

timescales to a common value upon coupling (Pikovsky et al., 2003). The pendulum

clocks, which were on the same wall and therefore connected with the same beam, syn-

chronized due to the high strength of coupling provided by the presence of the beam.

The pendulums exhibited a mutual adjustment in their time periods which eventually

led to complete locking of their motions to a common time period. This temporal sym-

pathy of oscillatory pendulum clocks is called synchronization. During the process of

synchronization, coupled oscillators exhibit an adjustment of frequencies, from differ-

ent values observed during their uncoupled state to a common value achieved at the

state of synchronization.

Figure 2.1: (a) Photo of Christiaan Huygen with his (b)sketch on the experiment involv-
ing a pair of pendulum clocks attached on a single beam to understand the
synchronization phenomenon between them which resulted due to the kicks
that their swings gave each other using the wall as a medium. The figure is
adapted from Pikovsky et al. (2003).

In order to observe and characterize the phenomenon of synchronization, the sys-

tem needs to satisfy two sufficient conditions: the first one is that all the oscillators



Figure 2.2: Examples of synchronization of a population of oscillators forming mind-
blowing ordered patterns including (a) swarms of fireflies (exhibiting syn-
chronized lighting), (b) school of fishes (swimming in harmony), and (c)
flocks of birds, along with the synchronization of minimal oscillators of
(d) coupled metronomes, (e) annular burners, and (f) coupled pendulums.
Public Source: http://clarke.dickinson.edu/steven-strogatz/

present in the system must exhibit self-sustained oscillations and two covers the exis-

tence of coupling between these oscillators. Various studies that followed the discovery

by Huygens discuss the variation of the strength of coupling between the oscillators

on the synchronization behaviour of the system. Subsequently, both experimental and

theoretical studies (Kuramoto and Battogtokh, 2002; Koseska et al., 2013; Wickramas-

inghe and Kiss, 2013) have shown the existence of various types of coupled behaviour

apart from synchronization. Such coupled behaviour include weak chimeras (Ashwin

and Burylko, 2015; Wojewoda et al., 2016), chimeras (Hart et al., 2016; Kemeth et al.,

2018) and oscillation quenching (Koseska et al., 2013) in populations of oscillators. A

detailed description of each of the dynamical state observed is provided in the subse-

quent sections. The characterization of each of the dynamical state is performed by

using various tools from synchronization theory.

2.1 Tools to Detect Synchronization of Oscillators

To characterize the dynamical behaviour of a system of coupled oscillators, tools from

synchronization theory are used to analyze the time series obtained (I(t)) from each

oscillator. The time series of an oscillator gives the instantaneous value of amplitude

of the oscillator. Various characteristics of the oscillation such as the root mean square

amplitude (Irms) of the oscillation, maximum and minimum value of the oscillation,
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and the frequency of oscillations (calculated using FFT) can be easily calculated.

A visual inspection of these quantitative measure gives a fairly clear picture of the

dynamics of the oscillators, in terms of their correlations and other interactions. Fre-

quency synchronized and desynchronized oscillators can be identified by calculating the

values of their dominant frequencies of oscillations. Oscillators having identical domi-

nant frequencies are identified as frequency synchronized, while those having different

frequencies are referred as desynchronized.

2.1.1 Instantaneous Phase Calculation

To shed light to other characteristics of the signal in coupled oscillators, we investigate

the behaviour of instantaneous phase values of each oscillator. The mutual synchroniza-

tion features of two oscillators due to change in the control parameter are characterized

by calculating the instantaneous phase difference between their signals. To calculate the

instantaneous phase of a signal, we use the analytic signal approach based on Hilbert

transform. Hilbert transform derives an analytic representation of a time series signal,

that is, the real signal is extended into the complex plane. The analytical signal (ζ(t))

thus obtained will have the original signal (I(t)) as its real part and its corresponding

Hilbert transform (IH(t)) as its imaginary part (that is, ζ(t) = I(t) + iIH(t)). Here,

IH(t) is given by

IH(t) =
1

π
P.V.

∫ ∞
−∞

[(I(τ))/(t− τ)dτ ] (2.1)

where P.V. is the Cauchy principle value.

Therefore, the analytical signal can be written in the form ζ(t) = A(t)eiφ(t), where

A(t) corresponds to the instantaneous amplitude and φ(t) corresponds to the instanta-

neous phase of the signal.

The relative phase (∆φ1,2) between two signals is calculated from the difference in

the instantaneous phases of these signals with time as follows (Pikovsky et al., 2003),

∆φ1,2(t) = φ2(t)− φ1(t) (2.2)
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and the condition for phase locking between the two signals is given by,

|∆φ1,2(t)| ≤ constant (2.3)

The synchronization in oscillations restricts the variation in the relative phase to

remain bounded, thence exhibiting fluctuations around a constant value of the phase

difference. When the oscillators reach a state of desynchronization, the phase differ-

ence between them no longer remains bounded, a situation known as phase drifting

(Pikovsky et al., 2003).

The mean value of the absolute phase angle between the signals of coupled oscilla-

tors can be calculated as,

(|∆φ|) =
1

N
ΣN
j=1|∆φj| (2.4)

where N is the number of data points in the signal.

2.1.2 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient

In order to calculate the amplitude correlation between the signals of coupled oscilla-

tors, we use a measure of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ). This measure quantifies

the linear correlation between two signals (I1 and I2) of coupled oscillators. Its value

lies in between +1 and -1, and has a direct correlation with the slope of the amplitude

correlation plot (a plot between I1 and I2). The value of the correlation coefficient is

given by,

ρ =
N(ΣI1I2)− (ΣI1ΣI2)√

(NΣI21 − (ΣI1)2)(NΣI22 − (ΣI2)2)
(2.5)

where all summations are from n = 1 to N .

2.2 Coupled Behaviour of Oscillators

The tools from synchronization theory are used to characterize the various dynamical

behaviour exhibited by the mutual interaction between oscillators. Coupled oscillators

tend to exhibit a plethora of dynamical behaviour depending on various parameters such

as inherent characteristics of the oscillators, delay in the coupling between oscillators,
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and coupling structure present in the network. The following are a list of each of these

thought-provoking phenomena exhibited by coupled oscillators.

2.2.1 In-phase and Anti-phase Synchronization

Mutual coupling between two oscillators plays a vital role in the global dynamics ex-

hibited by the system. The occurrence of such coupled dynamics further depends on

the type and the intensity of coupling. Weak coupling locks only phases of the signals

and gives rise to states such as in-phase synchronization and anti-phase synchroniza-

tion. Due to the presence of coupling between the oscillators, both the oscillators are

locked to oscillate at identical frequencies. However, during in-phase synchronization,

the oscillators are locked with a constant phase shift of 0 degrees and the oscillators

tend to reach their respective minima and maxima, simultaneously. On the other hand,

during anti-phase synchronization, the phase difference between the two oscillators is

180 degrees. This results in an oscillator reaching its maxima while the other reaches

its minima and vice versa.

2.2.2 Amplitude Death and Partial Amplitude Death

Strong mutual coupling affects both the phase and the amplitude of coupled oscillations,

causing the reduction or complete cessation of oscillations in all the oscillators. Such

a dynamical behaviour wherein all the oscillators approach a common steady state due

to coupling is referred to as amplitude death and was discovered by Strutt and Rayleigh

in a system of two organ pipes. The phenomenon of amplitude death finds a lot of

research attention due to its applicability in many systems. Amplitude death is highly

desirable in many systems where the presence of oscillations tends to be detrimental

to the system. This includes thermoacoustic systems (Dange et al., 2019a), ecological

systems (Yoshida et al., 2003), disease-spread systems (Duncan et al., 1997) etc. On

the contrary, oscillation quenching is considered hazardous in systems such as neuronal

networks causing diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s Disease (Mizuno et al.,

1989).

Another phenomenon of quenching where the oscillators, does not reach a homo-

geneous steady state rather separate into a different stable state having a non zero am-
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Figure 2.3: Time series of (a) - (c) two oscillators and (d) - (f) twenty oscillators exhibit-
ing the states of synchronization, amplitude death, and oscillation death,
respectively. In (a), the oscillators are locked with the phase shift of 180
degrees and are exhibiting anti-phase synchronization. However, in the
case of (d), where we have twenty nodes of oscillators, we observe that
nearly half the population is exhibiting in-phase synchronization and are
anti-phase synchronized with the other half of the population, who among
themselves are in-phase synchronized. Such behaviour is referred to as clus-
tering. In (b),(e), we observe the nonlinear phenomenon of amplitude death,
where all the oscillators reach a homogeneous steady state. In (c),(f), we
observe the phenomenon of oscillation death where the oscillators reach
in-homogeneous steady states having non zero amplitudes. The figure is
adapted from Nandan et al. (2014).
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plitude is referred to as oscillation death (Premalatha et al., 2018). In some situations,

mutual coupling does not necessarily lead to quenching of oscillations in all the cou-

pled oscillators; it may result in a coexistence of oscillatory and steady states, which is

referred to as partial amplitude death (Atay, 2003). The only experimental evidence of

the state was found in a system consisting of two prototypical thermoacoustic oscillators

called as the horizontal Rijke tube (Dange et al., 2019a).

2.2.3 Desynchronization

When the mutual interaction between oscillators is very weak, the oscillators tend to

oscillate independent of the presence of the second oscillator. The oscillators have

different frequencies, and the phase difference monotonically decrease or increase, and

such behaviour in the phase shift between the oscillators is referred to as phase drifting.

2.2.4 Phase-flip Bifurcation

The abrupt jump observed in the frequency of oscillation or the mean phase difference

between the oscillators when the system flips from in-phase synchronization to anti-

phase synchronization or vice versa, as the parameter is varied. In the system of cou-

pled oscillators as the delay in coupling is increased, for higher coupling strength, we

observe the direct transition from in-phase to anti-phase synchronization. The oscilla-

tors have a lower value of dominant frequency during in-phase synchronization, which

jumps to a higher value during anti-phase synchronization. Along with this jump in

the frequency of an oscillator, we also observe a corresponding rise in the mean phase

difference value, which abruptly shifts from 0 degrees to 180 degrees as the system

transitions to anti-phase synchronization from in-phase synchronization.

2.2.5 Clustering

Due to the presence of a varied coupling structure, the population of oscillators sepa-

rates into different synchronized groups, depending upon the instantaneous properties

(amplitude or phase) of their signals. Such a state of coupled dynamics is referred

to as clustering (Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013; Premalatha et al., 2018). Here, the
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oscillators belonging to the same cluster exhibit equal instantaneous phases which are

different from the other clusters, while all the oscillators in the population oscillate with

identical frequencies. From Fig. 2.4, we observe that oscillators {1,3} form one cluster

and oscillators {2,4} form another cluster.

Recent studies describe the phenomena of slow breathing and fast breathing clusters,

where the oscillator dynamics intermittently switches between the states of desynchrony

and clustering. For the state of slow breathing clusters, the oscillators exhibit clustering

and desynchronized states for a longer duration when compared to the state of fast

breathing clusters. A novel type of clustering dynamics observed in a network of three

mutually coupled oscillators is called rotating clusters (Okamoto et al., 2016), where we

observe the temporal switching from one type of cluster to another type of cluster. To

elaborate, the system exhibiting a particular form of clustering transitions into another

form of clustering in time. Both the forms of clustering observed in a rotating clustered

state need not have identical frequencies.

2.2.6 Weak Chimera

Ashwin and Burylko (2015) recently discovered the state of weak chimera, a symmetry-

breaking phenomena found in minimal (3 to 6 oscillators) network of coupled phase os-

cillators. Weak chimera is defined as the state where two or more frequency-synchronized

oscillators coexist with one or more oscillators having different frequencies with respect

to the synchronized group. The pioneering experimental evidence of weak chimera

state was reported by Wojewoda et al. (2016) in a system of three coupled pendula,

followed by experimental and theoretical studies on pendulum-like nodes (Maistrenko

et al., 2017), electrochemical oscillators (Bick et al., 2017), and Stuart-Landau oscilla-

tors (Kemeth et al., 2018).

Various types of weak chimera is observed in oscillators. A recent theoretical study

by Maistrenko et al. (2017) reported the existence of various types of weak chimera,

including in-phase and anti-phase chimera. During in-phase chimera, the system di-

vides into two pairs of in-phase synchronized oscillators, while retaining desynchrony

between the pairs. The state of anti-phase weak chimera, which displays similarity to

the state of in-phase weak chimera, with the only difference being the synchroniza-
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tion mode exhibited by the pair of oscillators is an anti-phase mode of synchronization.

Another similar case would be the clustered weak chimera where a single clustered

synchronized group of oscillators coexist with a multi-clustered synchronized group of

oscillators while retaining desynchrony between the groups.

2.2.7 Chimera

Chimera is one of the theoretically (Kuramoto and Battogtokh, 2002; Abrams and Stro-

gatz, 2004; Martens et al., 2013; Abrams et al., 2008; Sheeba et al., 2009; Omel’chenko

et al., 2010; Shanahan, 2010; Schmidt, 2015; Larger et al., 2013) and experimentally

(Tinsley et al., 2012; Hagerstrom et al., 2012; Martens et al., 2013; Kapitaniak et al.,

2014; Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013; Nkomo et al., 2013; Gambuzza et al., 2014;

Hart et al., 2016; Mondal et al., 2017) well-studied cases of weak chimera. Discov-

ered by Kuramoto and Battogtokh (2002) in complex Ginzburg-Landau oscillators and

named by Abrams and Strogatz (2004), chimera is a symmetry-breaking phenomenon

where oscillators having identical individual properties and coupling structure separate

into phase-locked (synchronized) and phase-drifting (desynchronized) group of oscil-

lators. Within the last decade, different types of chimera came into the light such as

clustered chimera (Sethia et al., 2008; Sheeba et al., 2009; Martens et al., 2013; Nkomo

et al., 2013; Sethia et al., 2013), breathing chimera (Abrams et al., 2008; Sheeba et al.,

2009), symmetric and asymmetric chimera (Omel’chenko et al., 2010), metastable

chimera (Shanahan, 2010), type-I chimera and type-II chimera (Schmidt, 2015), and

virtual chimeras (Larger et al., 2013), characterized on the basis of instantaneous phase

and amplitude relations between oscillators.

Apart from the theoretical studies discussed so far, experimental investigations of

chimera have also been reported in literature. The pioneering experimental studies

showing the existence of chimera in a natural system used coupled chemical oscillators

(Tinsley et al., 2012) and coupled map lattices (Hagerstrom et al., 2012). Further ex-

perimental studies observed the existence of chimera in mechanical oscillators, such as

coupled pendula (Kapitaniak et al., 2014), metronomes (Martens et al., 2013), electro-

chemical oscillators (Nkomo et al., 2013; Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013), electronic

oscillators (Gambuzza et al., 2014), optical oscillators (Hart et al., 2016), and in ther-

moacoustic systems (Mondal et al., 2017). Chimera states have also been predicted
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagrams involving four oscillators exhibiting the dynamical
states of (a) clustering, (b) weak chimera, and (c) bare minimum chimera.
During clustering, all oscillators have identical frequencies (ω), and the
phase difference between the oscillators remain constant. The formation
of separate frequency synchronized groups (oscillators pair {1,3} having
the equal frequencies, which are different from that of {2,4} is referred to
as weak chimera. During chimera, we observe the existence of a single
frequency synchronized group {1,3} coexisting with oscillators having dif-
ferent frequencies.
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for different global (Kaneko, 1990), weak non-local (Kuramoto and Battogtokh, 2002)

and local couplings (Clerc et al., 2016). The pioneering study by Hart et al. (2016)

experimentally witnessed the existence of chimera in system of four globally coupled

chaotic optoelectronic oscillators which is the minimal network of oscillators required

to support the state.

Having discussed the various types of intriguing coupled dynamics exhibited by

coupled oscillators, we move to understand the effect of topology and other parameters

on the stability of the aforementioned states in a network of coupled oscillators.

2.3 Minimal Network of Oscillators

A change in the topology of oscillators in a network changes the coupling arrangement

of these oscillators. For example, in a line or a ring network, the oscillators are locally

coupled to their nearest neighbours; whereas, in a star network, only the central oscilla-

tor is coupled to all peripheral oscillators. Wickramasinghe and Kiss (2013) studied the

effect of network structure on the selection of self-organized patterns in coupled chemi-

cal oscillators. When six oscillators are coupled in an extended triangular network, they

observed the presence of the partially synchronized state, where the strongly coupled

oscillators in the core of the triangle synchronize easily when compared to the weakly

coupled peripheral oscillators. Non-local coupling of 20 oscillators in a ring showed

the possibility of chimera state for a transient duration on nearly 100 cycles.

Further, they also observed that globally coupled relaxation chemical oscillators

tend to form a clustered state. Their investigation on the effect of coupling topology

on the synchronization characteristics of chaotic oscillators showed that the oscillators

coupled in a closed-loop topology (e.g., square, triangle, or ring) synchronized faster

than those coupled in an open-loop topology (e.g., linear or star). Although their study

talks about the effect of topology on global synchrony of chaotic oscillators, the details

of individual dynamical states observed due to a change in coupling strength in each

topological arrangement and effect of change in topology on the dynamical states of

coupled limit cycle oscillators is yet to be discussed.

A theoretical study on Kuromoto oscillators by Ashwin and Burylko (2015) also ex-

amined the various coupling structure associated with minimal oscillators consisting of
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4, 6, and 10 oscillators. They considered various coupling configurations (bi-directional

coupling with different strengths) on a closed-loop topology and discovered the state of

weak chimera in the network. The stability and the variations in weak chimera exhib-

ited for the different coupling configurations are discussed. Although they investigated

the state of weak chimera for varied coupling configurations, the exhibition of other

dynamical states is not discussed in the study. A study conducted by Hart et al. (2016)

reported the presence of various dynamical states, including bare minimum chimera,

global synchrony, and clusters in four optoelectronic oscillators. The coupling structure

between the oscillators is varied by changing the values of coupling parameters, which

are global coupling strength and coupling delay. The stability of the chimera state and

its relation to the phenomenon of clustering is also discussed. Although these previous

studies separately provide insights on the role of coupling structure and number of os-

cillators on the dynamics exhibited by the oscillators in a network, the current study has

comprehensively delineated the explicit dependence of the global behaviour of the sys-

tem on the change in the number of oscillators, the coupling topology, and the strength

of coupling between the oscillators in a network.
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CHAPTER 3

Experimental Setup

Candle-flame oscillators are one among the simplest and economical oscillators which

exhibit various complex dynamical behaviours including synchronization (Kitahata et al.,

2009), amplitude death (Okamoto et al., 2016), phase-flip bifurcation and, clustering,

chimeras and weak chimeras.

3.1 Construction of a Candle-flame Oscillator

To understand, the coupled dynamics of coupled candle-flame oscillators, the primary

concern would be the construction of a candle-flame oscillator. From observations from

our day-to-day life, we observe that a single candle does not exhibit any sort of oscil-

lations except the transient flickering in the flame. In order to construct a candle-flame

oscillator which exhibits self-sustained limit cycle oscillations, there are two different

approaches: one is to bundles candles to form a single flame or manufacture a candle

with four wicks. Both these techniques are elaborated in the following sections.

The candles used in the present experimental study were of cylindrical shape, made

up of paraffin wax having a length of 15 cm and a diameter of 0.8 cm. A group of

three or more such candles (NC ≥ 3) were placed together in order to produce stronger

self-sustained oscillations. These candles were tied to keep them intact and burnt after

keeping their wicks close enough such that they burn to form a single flame that exhibits

limit cycle oscillations. This set of candles is then referred to as a single candle-flame

oscillator. The average frequency of natural oscillations of a single isolated candle-

flame oscillator, each consisting of four candles, obtained from ten independent trial

experiments is measured to be 11.6 Hz with a standard deviation of ± 0.3 Hz. The

resolution of frequency in the amplitude spectrum of the signals is approximately equal

to 0.1 Hz.

In all the previous studies on candle-flame oscillators (Kitahata et al., 2009; Okamoto

et al., 2016; Dange et al., 2019a; Nagamine et al., 2017), the candle-flame oscillators



used are made by bundling three or more candles together and lighting them to form a

compound flame, exhibiting limit cycle oscillations. However, experiments with such

candle-flame oscillators are susceptible to errors due to various inherent disturbances,

such as uneven evaporation and burning of candles in an oscillator, leading to an uneven

reduction in their heights and maintenance of vertical orientation of the wick are a few

such issues. Therefore, the manufacturing of a candle consisting of four wicks deems to

make the experiments easier and less cumbersome, by enhancing the repeatability with

an evenly burning oscillator having stronger oscillations sustaining for a longer dura-

tion. In experiments, we make a candle-flame oscillator of length 12 cm and a diameter

of 2 cm with four wicks placed in a square arrangement being 1 cm apart, as shown in

Fig. 3.1(a). The candle-flame oscillator created using a single candle with four wicks

exhibits limit cycle oscillations with nearly the same amplitude and frequency as the

earlier used candle-flame oscillator made up of multiple candles.

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of the candle-flame oscillator. (b) A normal image of the
flame luminosity and (c) a filtered CH* chemiluminescence image of the
flame of a candle-flame oscillator. (d) The time series of the flame intensity
(I), presenting the self-sustained limit cycle oscillations shown by an iso-
lated candle-flame oscillator. (e) The amplitude spectrum corresponding to
these oscillations shows a dominant frequency of 11.46 Hz.

3.2 Data Acquisition and Post-processing

The instantaneous image of the normal flame luminosity and CH* chemiluminescence

field of the candle-flame oscillator are shown in Figs. 3.1(b, c), respectively. The dy-

namics produced by the candle-flame oscillators are captured using a high-speed imag-

ing technology of iPhone7S (frame rate of 240 Hz) fitted with a CH* chemilumines-

cence filter (wavelength of 435 nm and 10 nm full width at half maximum) for 60 s.
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The data are acquired at 239 frames per second for 60 s for each configuration to have

a broader view of the system dynamics. A waiting time of 60 s is enforced after each

change in the configuration, to remove the transient effects and let the oscillators reach

a steady state.

The presence of the CH* filter facilitates the removal of noisy fluctuations associ-

ated with the black body emission of the soot in the flame (see Fig. 3.1b) and provides

information about the actual heat release rate fluctuations (indicated as blue colour in

Fig. 3.1c) present in the flame (Hardalupas and Orain, 2004) of a candle-flame oscil-

lator. The analysis of the data set acquired at every configuration is performed after

cropping the portion of each frame in such a way that no two flames of the oscilla-

tors appear in a single cropped frame. The instantaneous value of the heat release rate

fluctuations is obtained by summing up the local brightness values of the flame in a

given frame (as shown in Fig. 3.1c) and a time series of such fluctuations is obtained

by performing the same operation for the entire video. The limit cycle oscillations ex-

hibited in the heat release rate by an isolated oscillator are presented in Fig. 3.1(d) and

the amplitude spectrum of these oscillations are shown in Fig. 3.1(e). We observe the

natural frequency of an isolated oscillator as 11.46 ± 0.2 Hz. The frequency resolu-

tion in the amplitude spectrum of the signal is approximately 0.017 Hz, calculated as

the ratio of sampling frequency to the total number of samples (Frequency resolution

= Fs

Ns
= 240

14400
0.017).

3.3 A Network of Two Oscillators

In order to study the coupled interaction between a pair of such candle flame oscillators,

high-speed imaging of the reaction zone was captured. By moving the candle-flame

oscillator placed on a movable platform against the stationary one, we vary the edge

to edge distance (D) between them (Fig. 3.2a) which leads to a corresponding change

in d (D = d + 0.02 cm). Here, d is varied from 0 cm to 2 cm in steps of 0.2 cm,

and 2 cm to 8 cm in steps of 0.5 cm. The characteristic distance (d) at which various

synchronization modes are observed may vary with ± 0.2 cm with experiments. An

acrylic plate with hexagonal packing of drilled holes of 0.4 cm radius is fixed on each

platform to ensure that the oscillators are held firmly in place. The traverse system,
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used to vary d by moving the platform, has a least count of 0.05 cm. The entire system

is mounted on a raised platform (height 50 cm) to avoid ground effects on the dynamics

of the candle-flame oscillations. All experiments were performed in a closed quiescent

room with a completely dark environment.

Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup (isometric and side view) used for
studying the coupled behaviour of a pair of candle-flame oscillators by vary-
ing the distance between them. One oscillator is mounted on a stationary
platform and the other on a movable platform. The latter is moved with the
help of a traverse system, thereby varying the distance (d) between them,
which in turn, varies the edge to edge distance between the oscillators (D).
High-speed images of heat release rate fluctuations, at each value of d, were
acquired using a camera with a CH* chemiluminescence filter mounted in
front of it. Similar experiments were conducted by varying the number of
candles in each oscillator from 3 to 8. (b) Snapshots of the flame images as
captured at characteristic distances between the oscillators highlighting the
oscillatory states of IP (d = 0 cm), AD (d = 1 cm), AP (d = 2 cm) and
desynchronization (d = 7 cm), respectively.

The later part of our study uses coupled similar pair of oscillators with NC varying

from 3 to 8 (refer Fig. 4.5), whose isolated oscillator characteristics are shown in Fig.

4.4. We consider the number of candles per oscillator (of the identical oscillator-pair) as

another control parameter (NC) and repeat the same experiment for six different values

for the parameter (NC = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). The second scenario of our study explores

the dynamics of a coupled dissimilar pair of oscillators, and its results are discussed in

Chapter 4.
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3.4 A Network of Four Oscillators

The setup to study the coupled dynamics of four candle-flame oscillators consists of two

platforms, one stationary and the other movable, each consisting of two candle-flame

oscillators [Figs. 3.3(a,b)]. The distances between the centres of the oscillators, dx and

dy, are varied as control parameters from 2 to 7 cm in steps of 0.5 cm. All experiments

are conducted in a dark room with a quiescent environment.

Figure 3.3: (a) Isometric view and (b) top view of the experimental setup of four candle-
flame oscillators. (c) A schematic representation of the topology of the
Stuart-Landau oscillators, highlighting the organization of time delays (τx,
τy and τd) and coupling strength (Ki) between the oscillators.

As the distances between the oscillators are varied, they exhibit different dynamical

states. These dynamics are captured using the high-speed imaging feature of iPhone

5S outfitted with a CH* chemiluminescence filter (wavelength centred at 435 nm with

a bandwidth of 10 nm). With the employment of the filter, the luminous intensity of

the flame would correspond to the local heat release rate of the flame in each frame

(Hardalupas and Orain, 2004). Images for each combination of dx and dy are captured

at a frame rate of 119 fps for 10 s. The global heat release rate value for each candle-

flame oscillator at a given instant (or frame) is obtained after isolating the oscillator and

summing up the luminous intensity values (local heat release rate) of the oscillator. The
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global heat release rate values are then normalized with their respective instantaneous

amplitudes obtained from the Hilbert transform of the signal (Pikovsky et al., 2003).

Thus, four different time series, corresponding to each oscillator, are obtained for each

combination of distances.

3.5 Investigating the Dependence on Configuration

In order to study the effect of the number of oscillators in a network and the change in

the topology of coupling between the oscillators, we couple two to four such candle-

flame oscillators and measure their dynamical response for every coupling configura-

tion. The number of ways in which oscillators can be arranged in a network topology

depends on the number of oscillators interacting in the system (see Fig. 3.4). An acrylic

platform with markings for each of the topological arrangement is used to mount these

oscillators during experiments. The platform is placed on a table of the height of 80 cm

from the ground to avoid ground effects on the dynamics of the coupled oscillators. All

experiments are performed in a completely dark closed room with quiescent ambient

conditions. Around 20 experiments are performed for each topological arrangement,

and the percentage occurrence of each dynamical state is calculated, taking into ac-

count all these experimental trials.

We note that the interaction of oscillators is primarily influenced by their nearest

neighbours. Therefore, we indicate the neighbours of an oscillator by the concept of

degree of an oscillator (Barabási et al., 2016). Here, the degree of the oscillator is

a quantifier of the number of nearest neighbours surrounding each oscillator. In the

case of two oscillators as shown in Fig. 3.4(a), the only possible combination involves

the mutual interaction between both the oscillators, assigning a degree of 1 for both

the oscillators. When the number of oscillators in the system is increased to three

as presented in Fig. 3.4(b), two topological arrangements are possible in the system.

The straight (linear) topology of the network (see Fig. 3.4b-i) where the degree of the

central oscillator is 2, as it is in a direct influence with the other oscillators placed at

equidistance from it, and the edge ones have a degree of 1. In a triangular topology

of the network, each oscillator interacts with every other oscillator with equal strength

and, therefore, the degree of each oscillator remains 2 (see Fig. 3.4b-ii). For the case
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where the number of oscillators is increased to 4, the number of network topologies

possible also increases. Three such topologies are investigated in this study, namely

straight (Fig. 3.4c-i), star (Fig. 3.4c-ii), and square (Fig. 3.4c-iii), where the degree

of each oscillator is also indicated.

Figure 3.4: Various topological arrangements possible with the number of candle-flame
oscillators (indicated as nodes in a network) increased as (a) two, (b) three,
and (c) four in a network. The degree of each node corresponds to the
number of its nearest neighbours, which is marked on each oscillator. The
arrows indicate the presence of bidirectional coupling between the nearest
oscillators and the distance between the oscillators connected by the arrows,
referred to as link distances (d), are kept constant in a network.

The second parameter which would dictate the global dynamical behaviour of a

network of oscillators is the distance between adjacent oscillator. The distances between

oscillators in a given topology, marked with the links between the oscillators, are kept

equal to facilitate symmetric coupling. This distance between the oscillators which

is marked by an arrow in Fig. 3.4 is referred to as link distance (d). After fixing the

link distance and topological arrangement, high-speed imaging of each experiment is

performed. The position of the camera is varied for each topology to obtain distinct

flames for each oscillator in a single frame. Further analysis of the data obtained was

carried out using various tools from time series analysis and synchronization theory

(Pikovsky et al., 2003).
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CHAPTER 4

Coupled Dynamics of a Pair of Candle-flame Oscillators

System of coupled oscillators has become an extensive area of research due to the

emergence of various intriguing nonlinear phenomena such as synchronization, AD and

PFB (Winfree, 2001; Kuramoto, 2012; Strogatz, 2004; Pikovsky et al., 2003). Although

most of the theoretical studies indicate the individual or combined occurrence of AD

and PFB (Saxena et al., 2012; Karnatak et al., 2010; Arumugam et al., 2016; Sharma

et al., 2016; Karnatak et al., 2007), an experimental evidence of their coexistence in a

physical system has not been reported to the best of our knowledge. Here, we investigate

the coexistence of AD and PFB for the first time in a physical system. To demonstrate

such transitions, control parameters such as the distance between the oscillators (d) and

the number of candles in each oscillator (NC) are varied. The transition is described

here, in candle-flame oscillators having two configurations: similar pair (both oscilla-

tors having the same value of NC) and dissimilar pair (both oscillators having different

values of NC).

4.1 Coupled Behaviour of Identical Pair of Coupled Candle-

flame Oscillators

To study the coupled behaviour of similar candle-flame oscillators, we couple two such

oscillators, each having an NC of 4, and vary the distance d between these oscillators.

Figure 4.1 shows the dynamical states manifesting IP, AD, AP and desynchronized os-

cillations observed due to mutual interaction between the candle-flame oscillators over

various values of d. At small values of d (0 cm to 1 cm), they exhibit IP synchroniza-

tion, during which the time series of each oscillator (I1 and I2) fluctuates with nearly 0

The results presented in this chapter are published in K. Manoj, S. A. Pawar and R. I. Sujith, Ex-
perimental Evidence of Amplitude Death and Phase-Flip Bifurcation between In-Phase and Anti-Phase
Synchronization Scientific reports, 8, 11626, (2018).



degrees phase difference (Fig. 4.1a). The collapse in the amplitude correlation plot (I1

against I2) into a line having a slope of positive unity (Fig. 4.1a) reasserts the presence

of IP state. When d is increased beyond 1 cm, we notice a cessation of oscillations

in both oscillators (Fig. 4.1b). We refer to this state as AD. The cluster of trajectory

around the origin in the amplitude correlation plot implies the presence of AD in the

signal (Fig. 4.1b).

When d is sufficiently high (2 cm to 5 cm), both oscillators regain their oscillatory

behaviour. However, at these distances, both oscillators exhibit AP synchronization,

wherein the time series of each oscillator shows a phase difference of nearly 180 degrees

(Fig. 4.1c). Collapsing of the amplitude correlation plot into a line with a slope close to

negative unity (Fig. 4.1c) reaffirms the AP synchronization of these oscillators. As d is

increased further (beyond 5 cm), we observe desynchronization (DS) of coupled candle-

flame oscillators. During this state, we see an increased presence of IP oscillations in

between AP oscillations in an arbitrary manner (Fig. 4.1d). This increased switching

between IP and AP is further reflected in the amplitude correlation plot, wherein the

plot fills the entire plane (Fig. 4.1d).

Apart from these steady states observed at particular ranges of d (shown in Figs.

4.1a-d), we also see transition states (TS) at the boundaries of AD. Figures 4.1(e),(f)

show the existence of such states in the transition from IP to AD, and AD to AP, respec-

tively. The silent region represents AD, whereas the bursts show IP oscillations in Fig.

4.1(e) and AP oscillations in Fig. 4.1(f). The evidence of such transition states further

reasserts that the transition from IP to AD and that from AD to AP is not sudden, but

happens gradually.

Furthermore, we quantify the synchronization behaviour of candle-flame oscillators

with the change in d using various quantitative measures such as dominant frequency

(f ) of oscillations (Fig. 4.2a) and PearsonâĂŹs correlation coefficient (ρ) between the

signals (Fig. 4.2b). When two oscillators are in IP state (Fig. 4.2a), we observe that

the dominant frequencies of both the oscillators are below their uncoupled frequency

value. As these oscillators transition from IP to AP via AD state, we notice a sudden

jump in the values of their dominant frequencies (Fig. 4.2a) to a value greater than their

uncoupled frequency. A possible explanation for this variation in frequencies is the

change in the interaction of vortices formed due to the instabilities of buoyancy-driven
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Figure 4.1: (a)-(d) Time series of heat release rate fluctuations (I1 and I2) obtained from
individual oscillators and their corresponding amplitude correlation plot (a
plot between I1 and I2) are shown for IP, AD, AP, and desynchronized state
of oscillations, respectively. These states are observed when the value of d
is 0 cm, 1 cm, 2 cm, and 7 cm, respectively. I1 and I2 correspond to the
instantaneous values of the heat release rate fluctuations of the oscillator
on the stationary platform and the movable platform, respectively. (e),(f)
The transition states observed in a pair of candle-flame oscillators when the
oscillators are 0.5 cm and 1.5 cm apart, respectively. In (e), the time-series
oscillate alternately between IP and AD states, while in (f), the oscillations
alter between AD and AP states.

Figure 4.2: The variation of (a) dominant frequency (f ) and (b) PearsonâĂŹs correla-
tion coefficient (ρ) as a function of d for a pair of candle-flame oscillators.
The horizontal dotted line in a corresponds to the dominant frequency of
11.6 Hz obtained from the individual oscillator in an uncoupled state. The
red circles correspond to the transition states (TS) where the frequency peak
in the amplitude spectra represents the oscillatory regions observed in the
signals of these states.
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flows around the oscillating flame of each candle-flame oscillator (Okamoto et al., 2016;

Dange et al., 2019b). When the oscillators are nearby, the inner portions of the vortices

merge with each other resulting in the inhibition of oscillations and thereby a reduction

in their frequencies.

On the contrary, when the oscillators are sufficiently far apart, alternate formation of

such vortices enhances the oscillation in each oscillator leading to an increase in their

natural oscillation frequency. During the state of AD (Fig. 4.2a), we do not observe

any dominant peak in the amplitude spectra of both the oscillators, due to the complete

disappearance of vortex formation in both the oscillators. However, we see the presence

of oscillations during the transition states, which correspond to the two points in the

TS zone of Fig. 4.2(a), observed at the boundaries of AD. As d is further increased,

we observe a decrease in the frequencies of both the oscillators due to a reduction in

the interaction between them, finally reaching the value of frequency of an isolated

oscillator in the DS region (Fig. 4.2a).

This synchronization behaviour is also reflected in the plot of the PearsonâĂŹs cor-

relation coefficient (ρ) (Fig. 4.2b). If the two oscillators are in the IP state, the slope in

the amplitude correlation plot tends to positive unity (Fig. 4.1a), so does the value of ρ

(Fig. 4.2b). Conversely, for the AP state, we see a slope which tends to negative unity

(Fig. 4.1c) and the value of ρ falls near minus one (Fig. 4.2b). When the oscillators are

in the desynchronized state (Fig. 4.1d), the value of ρ approaches zero (Fig. 4.2b).

Figure 4.3: Variation in the root mean square value of the signals obtained from a sys-
tem of coupled candle-flame oscillators with distance (d) between them.
The lines provided show the approximate boundaries of each dynamical
state of in-phase synchronization (IP), amplitude death (AD) and anti-phase
synchronization (AP)

Figure 4.3 highlights the variation of the root mean square value of the signals
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(I(1, rms) and I(2, rms)) as the distance between a pair of coupled candle-flame oscil-

lators (d) is changed, wherein each oscillator consists of four candles (Nc = 4). The

plot is divided into three different regions of coupled dynamics depending on the char-

acteristics of the signals observed during these states. Starting from the in-phase (IP)

mode of oscillation, the root mean square value of each oscillator decreases gradually

and eventually reaches a value near zero during the amplitude death (AD) state. When

the oscillators regain oscillations in the state of anti-phase (AP) oscillation, after AD,

the root mean square value of oscillations begins to increase and reach a nearly constant

value. This behaviour of the variation in amplitudes of signals acquired from coupled-

candle flame oscillators with distance (d) between them is similar whenNc equals 3 and

5.

To conclude, IP oscillations can be characterized by the drop in the frequency value

as well as ρ tending to positive unity. In contrast, AP oscillations are characterized

by an increase in the frequency value when compared to the uncoupled oscillator as

well as ρ tending to negative unity. The transition from IP to AP in the frequency

plot in Fig 4.2(a) is interposed by the region of AD state. As the oscillators move to

desynchrony, the frequency fluctuates around the frequency of uncoupled oscillators

along with ρ moving towards 0, highlighting the reduction in interaction between the

oscillators. We also observe a gradual decrease in the amplitude of oscillation as we

approach the state of AD from either side, i.e., as the distance is increased (IP to AD)

or decreased (AP to AD).

Finally, we investigate the effect of variation in the number of candles (NC) in

candle-flame oscillators. Increase in NC , from 3 to 8, in an isolated oscillator leads

to an increase in the amplitude and a small change in the frequency of oscillations, see

Fig. 4.4. The dominant frequency of oscillations exhibited by such oscillators, obtained

from their amplitude spectra, always lies in between 10 Hz to 12 Hz for different values

of NC (see Fig. 4.4a). This observation of frequency is in accordance with an important

characteristic found in most of the buoyant diffusion flames, that the universal value of

the flickering frequency lies in a range of 10-20 Hz, irrespective of the type of system

considered (Buckmaster and Peters, 1988). The error bar indicates the ensemble aver-

age of frequencies and the root mean square value of the oscillations performed over ten

experiments. We also observe a slight decrease in the value of the mean of the dominant

frequency of an oscillator as NC is increased (in Fig. 4.4a). The variation of root mean
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square value for each candle-flame oscillator exhibits an increasing trend as the number

of candles (NC) in an oscillator is increased (in Fig. 4.4b). As NC is increased, the rate

of fuel supplied to the flame of an oscillator increases. Hence, the oxygen required for

complete combustion of the fuel increases. This leads to an increased surface area and

volume of the flame, which are essential to satisfy this increased oxygen requirement.

Figure 4.4: Characteristic properties of limit cycle oscillations produced by an isolated
candle-flame oscillator with varying number of candles (NC) in an oscilla-
tor. Variation of (a) dominant frequency (f ) and (b) root mean square value
(Irms) of self-sustained limit cycle oscillations produced by an isolated
candle-flame oscillator when the number of candles (NC) in the oscillator
is changed.

Figure 4.5 demonstrates the effect of variation in the number of candles (NC) in the

coupled dynamics of a pair of candle-flame oscillators. From Fig. 4.5a, we observe that

the regions of AD (including both AD and transition states) are observed to decrease

with increasing NC . At lower NC (e.g. 3, 4 and 5), AD is observed over a considerable

interval of d, whereas at higher NC (e.g. 6 and 7), the likeliness of observing perfect

AD becomes zero and only regions of transition states are observed. As NC is further

increased to 8, we observe the phenomenon of phase-flip bifurcation (PFB), where the

oscillators exhibit a sudden transition from a state of IP to AP oscillations, bypassing the

intermediary AD state. During this transition, we observe a sudden jump in the relative

phase between the oscillators from near 0 degrees to 180 degrees, at the bifurcation

point (Fig. 4.5b). In addition to this, while in IP state, we also observe a reduction in

the frequency of both the oscillators from the value at their uncoupled state, followed

by an abrupt jump in the frequency during the onset of AP state (Prasad et al., 2008)

(Fig. 4.5c).

With increasing NC , we observe a reduction in the AD region along with an ad-
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Figure 4.5: (a) The mapping of the occurrence of various states of coupled dynamics in
a pair of candle-flame oscillators with variation in two control parameters,
d and NC . NC is varied from 3 to 8, while d is increased from 0 to 30
mm in steps of 1 mm. (b), (c) The variation in the dominant frequency
and the time-averaged value of absolute relative phase, respectively, with d
for a pair of candle-flame oscillators consisting of Nc = 8, highlights the
phenomena of PFB.

vancement in the onset of AP oscillations (Fig. 4.5a). We conjecture that with increasing

NC , the amplitude of oscillations of individual oscillators increases due to insufficient

air supply (see Fig. 4.4), which in turn, increases the coupling strength between them.

The enhancement in the amplitude of the candle-flame oscillations reduces the possi-

bility of displaying AD and develops a tendency in the coupled oscillators to move to

a state of higher frequency (AP state, see Fig. 4.2a) so as to satisfy their oxygen needs.

To conclude, the dominance of the AD or PFB exhibited by the system is decided by

the control parameter NC . At lower NC , AD dominates whereas, at higher NC , PFB

prevails.

4.2 Coupled Behaviour of Dissimilar Pair of Candle-

flame Oscillators

Hitherto, we investigate the coupled dynamics of a dissimilar pair of oscillators, where

the number of candles (Nc) in each of the coupled oscillators is different. In Fig. 4.6, we

show the instantaneous value of the heat release rate fluctuations, I4 corresponds to the

oscillator consisting of 4 candles mounted on the movable platform, and I6 corresponds
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to an oscillator with 6 candles mounted on the stationary platform. These states are

observed at different distances (d) between the oscillators of 0 cm, 1.2 cm, 2 cm and 7.5

cm, respectively. We observe that the flame dynamics observed at various values of d in

a dissimilar pair of oscillators is very much akin to that observed in a similar pair (that

is, the same number of candles in both oscillators) shown in Fig. 4.1. The amplitude of

oscillation is observed to be different for each oscillator, which is due to the difference

in the amplitudes of their individual oscillations (see Fig. 4.4b).

Figure 4.6: (a)-(d) The temporal variation of heat release rate fluctuations correspond-
ing to in-phase (IP), amplitude death (AD), anti-phase (AP) and desynchro-
nized states of oscillations, respectively, for a coupled dissimilar pair of
candle-flame oscillators.

Figure 4.7 presents the dependence of dominant frequency (f ) and PearsonâĂŹs

correlation coefficient (ρ) on the distance between the oscillators (d) for a dissimilar pair

of candle-flame oscillators. During in-phase (IP), we observe a drop in the frequency

of both the oscillators compared to their uncoupled frequency value along with a near

positive one value of ρ. Whereas, during the onset of anti-phase (AP), the frequency

exhibits a significant rise accompanied by the value of ρ near negative one. During the

desynchronized state (DS), the frequency of the coupled oscillators fluctuates around

their individual isolated frequencies, and the value of ρ tends to zero. Hence, we con-

clude that the dynamic transition of coupled dissimilar candle-flame oscillators is near

identical to that of similar candle-flame oscillators (see Fig. 4.2), except for the presence

of transition states.
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Figure 4.7: Variation in (a) the dominant frequency (f ) and (b) the PearsonâĂŹs cor-
relation coefficient (ρ) with d for a coupled dissimilar pair of candle-flame
oscillators. The presence of amplitude death (AD) region observed in be-
tween the IP and AP states is highlighted in both (a) and (b).

4.3 Conclusions and Discussion

Here, we examine the coupled interaction of candle-flame oscillators by varying two

system parameters (d and NC). We demonstrate the experimental observation of the

presence of AD in between IP and AP states along with PFB in the same physical sys-

tem. AD can be achieved by various types of coupling such as diffusive, time-delay,

conjugate and dynamic (Saxena et al., 2012). Among these, AD due to time-delay

(Reddy et al., 1998; Strogatz, 1998) and indirect coupling (conjugate, relay, environ-

mental diffusive) (Sharma et al., 2016; Karnatak et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2012)

are often observed in physical systems, for instance, biological or chemical oscilla-

tors. Time-delay is intrinsic in such systems, as a finite amount of propagation time

is required for transmission of the signal from one oscillator to another. In contrast,

during indirect coupling, the oscillators are coupled through an intermediate medium

(environment).

Recent studies (Prasad et al., 2008; Sharma et al., 2016, 2012; Cruz et al., 2010)

have shown that these types of couplings are also responsible for the manifestation of

PFB. Since time-delay and indirect (through an intermediate medium) couplings are

the most important factors responsible for the demonstration of PFB along with AD

(Prasad et al., 2008; Sharma et al., 2016; Karnatak et al., 2007), we hypothesize that

these coupling mechanisms could play a major role in the synchronization of coupled

candle-flame oscillators as well. Such couplings are inherent in the oscillatory com-
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bustion of candle flames due to the difference in parameters such as the vaporization

rate of wax, the chemical kinetics, and the time required for propagation of the thermal

wave from one oscillator to another through a medium of oscillatory convecting current

(McCaffrey, 1979). The increase in d further induces a delay in the coupling of these

oscillators, which in turn, is responsible for the demonstration of different modes of

synchronization.

The coexistence of AD and PFB allows us to vary the appropriate control parameters

in order to choose the most desired phenomena amongst the two. The situation of AD

is undesirable in many biological systems, hence a change in a single parameter which

helps us to bypass this situation by directly moving to a state of PFB might act as

a solution to many non-curable diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease

(Mizuno et al., 1989; Lim et al., 2017). On the contrary, AD is preferred (due to its

remarkable stability) in ecological systems (Yoshida et al., 2003), where an oscillatory

phase would lead to the extinction of species in a long-term scenario. Thence, change

in a control parameter leading to a switch from PFB to AD would help sustain various

endangered species. The oscillatory transmission of measles epidemic in the United

Kingdom in the 18th century which persisted up to 20th century was discovered to be IP

at Birmingham and Newcastle, and AP at Cambridge and Norwich. The occurrence of

AD state in such systems would have resulted in a drastic decrease in the spread of these

diseases (Duncan et al., 1997). Furthermore, candle being a simple diffusion flame can

also replicate phenomena observed in other large diffusion flames. The application of

coupled behaviour of oscillatory flames in a diffusion combustion system ranges from

the propagation of natural fires resulting from accidents to human-made combustion

systems such as industrial, aircraft engine and rocket burners (Forrester, 2015; Yeoh

and Yuen, 2009).
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CHAPTER 5

Coupled Dynamics of Four Candle-flame Oscillators in a

Rectangular Topology

Several experimental and theoretical studies (Pikovsky et al., 2003; Kuramoto and

Battogtokh, 2002; Koseska et al., 2013; Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013) have shown

the existence of different motions of coupled behaviour such as synchronization, clus-

tering, quenching, and chimera, in minimal populations of oscillators. Although these

states have been identified in various systems, the exhibition of all such states in a sin-

gle system remains deficient. Furthermore, a few dynamical states such as in-phase and

anti-phase weak chimera have only been seen in a theoretical study (Maistrenko et al.,

2017) and the experimental evidence is yet to be reported to the best of our knowledge.

Therefore, the present study is a quest for observing such phenomena in an experimen-

tal system with minimum number of coupled candle-flame oscillators, positioned in

a rectangular arrangement (see Fig. 3.3a). The coupled dynamics of these oscillators

are characterized through the plots of temporal variation of the normalized amplitude

(I) of their oscillations and the instantaneous phase difference (∆φ, wrapped within

-180 degrees to 180 degrees) between each pair of oscillators. Various dynamical states

observed for each combination of inter oscillator distances given by dx and dy are dis-

cussed separately below.

5.1 Symmetry-breaking Dynamical States

To gain an understanding of the various coupled dynamics exhibited by four candle-

flame oscillators (explained hereafter), we examine the temporal variation of the nor-

malized amplitude (I), wrapped instantaneous phase difference (∆φ), and the dominant

The results presented in this chapter are published in K. Manoj, S. A. Pawar, S, Dange, S, Mondal,
R. I. Sujith, E. Surovyatkina, and J. Kurths, Synchronization route to weak chimera in four candle-flame
oscillators Physical Review E, 100, 062204, (2019).



frequencies (f ) of each oscillator. The relative phase (∆φ) is calculated for each combi-

nation of oscillators as the difference between the instantaneous phases, obtained from

the Hilbert transform (Pikovsky et al., 2003). Oscillator pairs exhibiting synchronized

behaviour display a constant phase difference between them and oscillate at identical

frequencies. On the other hand, desynchronized oscillators exhibit phase-drifting be-

haviour in time and oscillate at different frequencies. Various dynamical states observed

for each combination of inter oscillator distances, shown by dx and dy in Fig. 3.3(b),

are individually discussed below.

5.1.1 Types of Weak Chimera

We witness the experimental evidence of weak chimera states in coupled candle-flame

oscillator system. The first case of weak chimera is presented in Fig. 5.1(a), where a

group of three synchronized oscillators {1, 3, and 4} coexists with a desynchronized

oscillator 2, when dx = dy = 7 cm. Oscillators 1 and 3 are in-phase synchronized and

oscillator 4 exhibits an anti-phase synchronization with them. In contrast, oscillator 2

separates itself as the desynchronized oscillator, exhibiting a phase-drifting behaviour

with the synchronized group of oscillators.

Figure 5.1: The temporal variation of (I) amplitude of each candle-flame oscillator, (II)
relative phase between all combinations of such oscillator pairs, and (III)
the values of dominant frequencies of each oscillator for different states
of coupled dynamics characterized as (a) weak chimera, (b) multi-phase
weak chimera, (c) in-phase chimera, and (d) anti-phase chimera. Oscillators
having the same colour in (III) possess equal frequencies.
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We report the discovery of the novel state of multi-phase weak chimera, where the

oscillators in a frequency synchronized group exhibit different phase-locking behaviour

from the other group while retaining desynchrony between them. In our system, an anti-

phase synchronized oscillator pair coexists with an in-phase synchronized oscillator pair

[Fig. 5.1(b)], while both pairs are desynchronized with each other. The oscillators {1,

3} are in-phase synchronized while the oscillators {2, 4} are anti-phase synchronized,

when dx = 5 cm and dy = 7 cm.

A recent theoretical study by Maistrenko et al. (2017) showed the possibility of

other states of weak chimera such as imperfect chimera, chaotic chimera, anti-phase

chimera, and in-phase chimera in a theoretical model of three pendulum-like nodes.

Here, we report the maiden experimental observation of such in-phase and anti-phase

chimera states in candle-flame oscillators. During in-phase chimera [Fig. 5.1(c)], the

system divides into two pairs of in-phase synchronized oscillators, {1, 2} and {3, 4},

while retaining desynchrony between those pairs when dx = 7 cm and dy = 4 cm. The

state of anti-phase chimera [Fig. 5.1(d)] displays similarity to the state of in-phase

chimera shown in Fig. 5.1(c) with the only difference being the synchronized pair of

oscillators exhibiting an anti-phase mode of synchronization. Such a state of anti-phase

chimera is observed for dx = 5 cm and dy = 6 cm.

5.1.2 Bare Minimum Chimera

A yet another specific case of weak chimera which is thoroughly investigated is the

state of bare minimum chimera (Hart et al., 2016), where a system of four oscillators

separates into pairs of synchronized and desynchronized oscillators. We observe the

existence of such a chimera state at a distance of dx = dy = 6 cm. In Fig. 5.2(a,b),

we see the oscillators {1, 3} that exhibit anti-phase synchronization coexisting with the

desynchronized pair of oscillators {2, 4}.

The stability of chimera states in small populations of oscillators has been studied

widely by many researchers. The chimera states which are found in large populations of

oscillators are considered to be a stable phenomenon due to its long lifetime (Wolfrum

and Omel’chenko, 2011). As the number of oscillators in the population decreases,

the transient nature of chimera state has been observed to increase due to the finiteness
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Figure 5.2: The temporal variation in the (a) amplitude of each oscillator, (b) the relative
phase between each pair of oscillators and (c) frequencies of each oscilla-
tor. (d), (e) The plots of relative phase representing the states of alternating
chimera states seen in the experiments where the existence of chimera is
observed to mediate between the states of clustering and in-phase synchro-
nization, respectively.

(Wolfrum and Omel’chenko, 2011).

The study by Wolfrum and Omel’chenko (2011) recognizes chimera as chaotic tran-

sients. According to their study, chimeras observed in small populations are transient

in nature, wherein we would observe a sudden collapse of the coupled dynamics from

a chimera state to a fully coherent state after a long time span. A study on six coupled

electrochemical oscillators (Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013) has shown the existence

of chimera as a long transient phenomenon that occurs over 90 to 100 cycles and later

collapses to the coherent states. In another study by Omelchenko et al. (2016), they

reported the usage of tweezers to stabilize the chimera states observed in small popu-

lations of oscillators, where the chimera state is observed to have a finite lifetime and

exhibits a random-walk behaviour. Various other control strategies have also been used

to stabilize the chimera states in minimal oscillator networks (Sieber et al., 2014; Bick

and Martens, 2015). Subsequent studies showed the existence of chimera in small sys-

tems to mediate between coherent states (Ma et al., 2010; Panaggio and Abrams, 2015).

The phenomenon of alternating chimera is one such example.

The chimera state found in candle-flame oscillators is observed to mediate between

coherent states (clustering states or in-phase synchronized states), due to their low sta-

bility in small populations, commonly referred to as alternating chimera (Ma et al.,

2010). In Fig. 5.2(d), we observe that the system dynamics transition from the chimera
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state, with oscillators {3, 4} as the synchronized pair and oscillators {1, 2} as the desyn-

chronized pair, to a clustering state where the oscillators separate into two clusters of

synchronized oscillators (detailed explanation is provided subsequently) and later re-

turns to the chimera state. During the chimera state, the oscillator pair {3, 4} exhibits

nearly anti-phase synchronization and the other oscillators 1 and 2 remain desynchro-

nized. As the dynamics transition to the clustering state, we observe that the oscillators

1 and 2 are synchronized with the oscillators 4 and 3, respectively, with a zero degree

phase shift. The oscillator pair {1, 4} and {2, 3} form two clusters oscillating at a

frequency of 11.5 Hz with anti-phase synchronization between the clusters.

On the other hand, in Fig. 5.2(e), we observe that the chimera state is followed

by the state of in-phase synchronization, which yet again transitions to the chimera

states. The oscillator pair {1, 2} remains in-phase synchronized, having nearly zero

degrees phase shift throughout the time series. In contrast, the oscillators 3 and 4 are

desynchronized within themselves and with the synchronized pair during the chimera

state. The oscillators are in-phase synchronized within themselves and the others, and

have an oscillation frequency of 10.8 Hz during the epoch of in-phase synchronization.

We observe the existence of the chimera state for an average of 80 cycles in both the

cases of alternating chimera.

5.2 Homogeneous Coupled Behaviour

Hitherto, we have discussed the existence of symmetry-breaking states where we ob-

serve a combined existence of synchronized and desynchronized oscillators upon cou-

pling. Hereon, we will discuss the presence of only synchronization states observed at

various distances between coupled candle-flame oscillators. These states are observed

when the oscillators are placed close to each other.

5.2.1 In-phase Synchronization and Amplitude Death

When the oscillators are very close to each other at dx = dy = 2 cm [Fig. 5.3(a)], we

observe that every oscillator (oscillators 1 to 4) attains maximum and minimum am-

plitudes simultaneously, exhibiting in-phase synchronization (Pikovsky et al., 2003) at
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Figure 5.3: Plots of temporal variation in (I) amplitude of each candle-flame oscillator
and (II) instantaneous phase difference between all combinations of oscil-
lator pairs for the states of (a) in-phase synchronization, and (b) amplitude
death

a frequency of approximately 10.7 Hz. As the oscillators are positioned a small dis-

tance apart (dx = dy = 4 cm), the coupling between them leads to the simultaneous

quenching of oscillations in all the oscillators. This state where all the oscillators oc-

cupy a homogeneous steady state due to mutual coupling is referred to as amplitude

death (Koseska et al., 2013). The amplitude plot of this state [Fig. 5.3(b)] shows mi-

nor fluctuations around zero, highlighting the lack of oscillations in the system. The

instantaneous Hilbert phases of these oscillators, although physically undefined due to

the lack of narrow-band oscillations (Pikovsky et al., 2003), do not show any particular

trend for this state.

5.2.2 Clustering States

When the candle-flame oscillators are moved to a distance of dx = 1 cm and dy = 4

cm, the population of these oscillators separates into different clusters, depending on

the values of instantaneous properties (amplitude and phase) of their signals (Wickra-

masinghe and Kiss, 2013; Premalatha et al., 2018). Here, the oscillators belonging to

the same cluster exhibit equal instantaneous phases that are different from the other

clusters; while all the oscillators in the population carry an identical frequency of ap-

proximately 11 Hz. In Fig. 5.4(a), the oscillator pairs {1, 2} and {3, 4} separate into

two clusters which exhibit anti-phase synchronization between them. An interchange
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in the distances dx and dy (i.e., dx = 4 cm and dy = 1 cm) results in the formation of

a clustering state shown in Fig. 5.4(b). During this state of clustering, the oscillators

belonging to the same clusters are now on different platforms.

Figure 5.4: Variation in (I) amplitude, (II) relative phase, and (III) dominant frequency
of each candle-flame oscillator during different states of clustering. In all
three types of clustering exhibited by four candle-flame oscillators, we ob-
serve the presence of two clusters, each consisting of two oscillators and
anti-phase synchronization between the clusters.

Apart from the aforementioned types of clustering where adjacent oscillators group

together into a cluster, we also observe clustering between diagonal pair of oscillators

(dx = 3 cm and dy = 3 cm). During diagonal clustering of oscillators, the oscillators

which exhibit in-phase synchronization would be on diagonally opposite ends of the

rectangle, and the adjacent oscillators display anti-phase synchronization [as shown in

Fig. 5.4(c)]. For each state of clustering shown in Fig. 5.4(a) âĂŞ (c), we observe

a difference in the frequency of oscillations, due to the existence of low frequency

during in-phase synchronization and high frequency during anti-phase synchronization

(Kitahata et al., 2009). In Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b), we observe only slight variation in

frequency due to their symmetric coupling structure, i.e. the coupling structure at dx

= 1 cm and dy = 4 cm is symmetric to the coupling structure during dx = 4 cm and

dy = 1 cm. During diagonal clustering, we observe a very high frequency value as

all the neighbouring oscillators exhibit anti-phase synchronization, which itself has a

higher frequency (Kitahata et al., 2009). In all three states of clustering exhibited by

the system of four candle-flame oscillators, we observe the presence of two clusters,

each consisting of two oscillators. Other types of clustering, where three oscillators
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group into one cluster and the fourth oscillator oscillate at a constant phase difference

from the former, are also observed as transient phenomena and hence not discussed.

5.3 Route to Weak Chimera

Having discussed all the observed prominent synchronization and symmetry-breaking

states in an experimental four oscillator system, let us now compare their behaviour

on a two-parameter bifurcation plot. Figure 5.5 shows the overall mapping of the cou-

pled dynamics of candle-flame oscillators at various values of coupling parameters (dx

and dy). This plot projects all the possible modes of coupled oscillations exhibited by

four limit cycle oscillators considered in our study at a given combination of coupling

parameters. It also helps us examine the various available routes to traverse from a

given mode of oscillations to another and to smartly control the system dynamics by

the selection of the preferred route.

In non-locally coupled candle-flame oscillators, the mutual interaction or coupling

between them decreases with an increase in the distance, refer Chapter 4. In Fig. 5.5,

we observe the exhibition of in-phase synchronization when the oscillators are placed

very close to each other, due to the presence of strong interaction between them. When

either dx or dy is increased, keeping the other at a very low value, we observe various

states of clustering due to the difference in the synchronization properties between pairs

of oscillators. On the other hand, a slight increase in the values of both dx and dy leads

to the exhibition of amplitude death in their dynamics. With further increase in the

values of dx and dy, we observe the presence of desynchrony in the system, through the

states of chimera and weak chimeras.

An interesting feature of the two-parameter bifurcation plot is its symmetry [Fig.

5.5]. We observe a spatial symmetry in the coupled dynamics of four candle-flame

oscillators about the diagonal line of the bifurcation plot. An interchange in dx and dy

would not make much significant changes in the dynamics of the group of oscillators.

This fact further confirms the repeatability of these experiments.
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Figure 5.5: Two-parameter bifurcation plots between distances dx & dy depicting the
presence of various dynamical states observed in a system consisting of
four candle-flame oscillators exhibiting limit cycle oscillations.

5.4 Conclusions and Discussion

To summarize, in the present study, we provide an experimental evidence to the emer-

gence of rich dynamical behaviours exhibited by a system with a minimal number (N

= 4) of coupled candle-flame oscillators due to a change in their topological arrange-

ment. Various coupled dynamics, including in-phase synchronization, amplitude death,

clustering, and chimeras are observed. We report the discovery of the novel state of

multi-phase weak chimera. Further, we provide the first experimental evidence of weak

chimera states such as in-phase chimera, anti-phase chimera, which were observed pre-

viously in theoretical studies. Hence, by varying the coupling between the oscillators,

we bring forth various routes of transition from one dynamical state to another.

In many practical systems, one among these states is undesirable. For example,

phase-locked (or synchronization) states leading to amplitude growth are unwanted in

many oscillatory systems such as, thermoacoustic systems (Pawar et al., 2017; Raaj

et al., 2019), pedestrians on the Millennium Bridge (Strogatz et al., 2005b), ecological

systems (Yoshida et al., 2003), the spread of epidemics (Duncan et al., 1997) and epilep-

tic seizures (Timmermann et al., 2002). On the other hand, amplitude death proves dan-

gerous in neural systems, causing the occurrence of AlzheimerâĂŹs (Lim et al., 2017)

and ParkinsonâĂŹs disease (Mizuno et al., 1989). The difficulty in controlling the os-

cillatory states enhances during the partial synchronization states, such as chimera and

weak chimera. Therefore, a transition from these undesirable states in such oscillatory

systems to the desired state is possible with smart control of the coupling parameters.
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CHAPTER 6

Effect of Topology on the Dynamical Behaviour of

Coupled Candle-flame Oscillators

The coupled dynamics of candle-flame oscillators in a network depends on the number

of oscillators, the distance between each oscillator, and the topological arrangement of

these oscillators. The coupled interaction between these oscillators engenders a plethora

of dynamical states in the system. The discussion in Chapter 4 presented the coupled

dynamics exhibited by two candle-flame oscillators as the distance between them is

varied. The topology of two oscillators in a network is shown in Fig. 3.1(a), where we

observe the existence of four dynamical states. These include in-phase synchronization

(for d ≤ 0.5 cm), amplitude death (for 0.75 cm < d < 1.25 cm), anti-phase synchroniza-

tion (for 1.5 cm <d ≤ 3.5 cm), and desynchronization (for d> 3.5 cm). The existence

of these states is asymptotically stable in time.

In our subsequent analysis, the distances corresponding to each of these dynamical

states are subjected to various topological arrangements when the number of oscillators

in the network is increased to 3 and 4. To elaborate, anti-phase synchronization is ob-

served at a distance of d = 3 cm in a system of two coupled oscillators. All the other

network topologies discussed in Fig. 3.1(b) and Fig. 3.1(c) are investigated by keeping

the distance of d = 3 cm between the oscillators and the effects of the change in the

number of oscillators and the network topology on the coupled behaviour of the system

is investigated. A similar analysis is performed for distances corresponding to other

afore-mentioned dynamical states, which includes d = 0 cm for in-phase synchroniza-

tion, d = 1 cm for amplitude death, and d = 4 cm for desynchronization.

6.1 Behaviour of Strongly Coupled Oscillators

For link distances of 0 cm and 1 cm between two candle-flame oscillators, we ob-

serve dynamical states of in-phase synchronization and amplitude death, respectively



Figure 6.1: Time series of the heat release rate fluctuations corresponding to (a) in-
phase synchronization (d = 0 cm) and (c) amplitude death (d = 1 cm)
obtained from coupled pair of oscillators. Snapshots of the candle-flame
oscillators corresponding different topologies as discussed in Fig. 3.1 for
link distances that correspond to in-phase synchronization (d = 0 cm).

(Fig. 6.1a and Fig. 6.1c). The representative time series of the heat release rate fluc-

tuations corresponding to each dynamical state (i.e., in-phase synchronization and am-

plitude death) are shown for two oscillators are shown in Fig. 6.1(a),(c). In the case

of in-phase synchronization, all oscillators reach their corresponding maximum and

minimum amplitudes simultaneously; thus, exhibiting a phase-shift of nearly 0 degrees

between their oscillations. On the other hand, the state of amplitude death is charac-
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terized by simultaneous quenching of oscillations in both the oscillators, where all the

oscillators theoretically reach a homogenous steady state, but in experiments, they show

minimal noisy fluctuations around the mean value of zero.

As the number of oscillators in a network is increased, the possible ways of con-

structing networks also change, as discussed in Fig. 3.4. In Fig. 6.1, we observe that the

variation in the number of oscillators or a change in a network topology for a fixed num-

ber of oscillators, for d = 0 cm does not disturb the existence of the coupled dynamical

states observed in candle-flame oscillators (Fig. 6.1b). Similar behaviour is exhibited

for d = 1 cm with all oscillators existing in the state of amplitude death and is not

presented here. Hence, we observe that the existence of the states of in-phase synchro-

nization and amplitude death at d = 0 cm and 1 cm, respectively, is independent of the

number of oscillators and their topological arrangement. The presence of stronger cou-

pling between the oscillators at small link distances and the existence of high stability

of the dynamical states might be a plausible reason for the occurrence of these invariant

states in a network of candle-flame oscillators. However, this observation is not true for

the case where link distances between oscillators are larger than 2 cm (d > 2 cm).

6.2 Behaviour of weakly coupled oscillator networks

When the distance between two oscillators is between 2 cm < d < 3.5 cm, we observe

the presence of anti-phase synchronization, and when d ≥ 3.5 cm, these oscillators

exhibit desynchronization behaviour. As the number of oscillators becomes greater than

2, at these distances, we observe an increase in the complexity of coupled dynamics

observed in the network of candle-flame oscillators. At higher distances, we witness

the emergence of several symmetry-breaking states of coupled dynamics, which are

elaborated in the subsequent parts of the paper (see Figs. 6.2 - 6.5). We observe that

these oscillators tend to exhibit multiple stable dynamical states for a specified distance

and topology of oscillators. Note that each dynamical state is observed for a minimum

of 100 oscillatory cycles and, therefore, we do not consider them as transient dynamics.

The coupled dynamics of oscillators gradually shifts from one dynamical state into

another with time. This transition happens either via a transient change in the frequency

of a few oscillators or a momentary quenching of a few oscillators, observed for a
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duration of approximately 3 to 5 s (a maximum of 50 cycles), to adjust their dynamics to

satisfy the subsequent dynamical state. In the following paragraphs (Figs. 6.2 - 6.4), we

discuss various dynamical states which are exhibited by candle-flame oscillators at link

distances greater than 2. We note that the distances corresponding to each dynamical

state discussed in Figs. 6.2 - 6.4 are not specified, as multiple dynamical states are

observed for a given distance and vice versa (multiple distances for which we observe

a given dynamical state). An overall description of the occurrence of these states is

summarized in Fig. 7.2.

6.2.1 Dynamical Behaviour of Three-oscillator Networks

To characterize the coupled dynamics exhibited by a network of three and four candle-

flame oscillators, we plot the temporal variation of the instantaneous phase difference

between the pair of oscillators. The absolute value of the relative phase (wrapped be-

tween -180 degrees to 180 degrees) obtained after applying the Hilbert transformation

(Pikovsky et al., 2003) on the signal, as shown in Fig. 6.2(I). If the phase difference be-

tween two oscillators is near zero deg, they exhibit in-phase synchronization; whereas,

if the oscillators have a near 180 degrees phase shift, they are in a state of anti-phase

synchronization. In this manner, the synchronization characteristics of oscillator pairs

in a network decide the global behaviour of the network. A bar chart depicting the

dominant frequency of each oscillator at a given state is shown in Fig. 6.2(II).

When the number of oscillators in the system is three, we observe various states

of coupled dynamics as the topology and distance between the oscillators in a network

are varied. Four possible dynamical states observed in a three-oscillator network of

candle-flame oscillators are shown in Fig. 6.2(a-d). In Fig. 6.2(a), we plot the dynamical

features of a state of clustering of oscillators, where three oscillators exhibit an equal

frequency and maintain a constant phase difference between each other. We observe

that the phase difference between the oscillator pairs {1, 2}, {2, 3}, and {3, 1} are

nearly 84 deg, 152 deg, and 68 deg, respectively, and all oscillators exhibit a dominant

frequency of 11.03 Hz. We note that unlike the states of clustering observed previously

in these candle-flame oscillators, refer Chapter 4, where the phase shift between the

oscillator pairs is either 0 or 180 deg, in our system, these oscillators are synchronized

at a phase shift other than 0 or 180 deg.
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Figure 6.2: (I) Temporal variation of the relative phase between a pair of oscillators
and (II) the frequency distribution of all oscillators for the dynamical states
of (a) clustering, (b) weak chimera, (c) desynchronization, and (d) rotating
clusters observed in a network of three coupled candle-flame oscillators.

In Fig. 6.2(b), we show the dynamical behaviour of the state of weak chimera (Ash-

win and Burylko, 2015) observed in a three-oscillator network. The state is character-

ized by the presence of a pair of frequency synchronized oscillators, which are desyn-

chronized with the third oscillator due to a difference in the frequency. Here, we notice

that the oscillator pair {1, 2} are anti-phase synchronized and their synchronization

frequency is 11.99 Hz; whereas, the oscillator 3 is desynchronized with the pair {1,

2} as it exhibits a frequency of 10.39 Hz. We also observe the presence of complete

desynchrony in the system of three oscillators (Fig. 6.2c), where oscillators 1, 2, and 3

exhibit three different frequencies which are 11.84 Hz, 10.64 Hz, and 11.99 Hz, respec-

tively (see Fig. 3 6.2-II). The desynchronized behaviour of oscillators can be observed

from the phase-drifting behaviour of the relative phase between each pair of oscillators

(Fig. 6.2c-I).

A novel type of clustering dynamics observed in a network of three mutually cou-
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pled oscillators is called rotating clusters, where we observe the temporal switching

from one type of cluster to another type of cluster. To elaborate, the system exhibiting

a particular form of clustering transitions into another form of clustering in time. Both

the forms of clustering observed in a rotating clustered state need not have identical fre-

quencies. Here, we observe two types of clustering: In the first type, oscillators 2 and 3

are in-phase synchronized, and they are anti-phase synchronized with the oscillator 1.

This state of clustering is marked in Fig. 6.2(d-I) as Cluster1, where all the oscillators

have a frequency of 11.28 Hz, as shown in violet in Fig. 6.2(d-II). On the other hand,

in the second type of cluster, the oscillators 1 and 2 are in-phase synchronized, and

they are anti-phase synchronized with the oscillator 3. This type of clustering is marked

as Cluster2 in Fig. 6.2(d) and all oscillators show a dominant frequency of 11.08 Hz

during this state (shown in blue in Fig. 6.2d-II).

6.2.2 Dynamical Behaviour of Four-oscillator Networks

In the case of a network of four oscillators, we primarily observe two types of clustered

states. In the first type of the clustered state shown in Fig. 6.3(a), a pair of clusters

consists of two oscillators in each. On the other hand, in the other type of the clustered

state shown in Fig. 6.3(b), one cluster consisting of three oscillators and another cluster

formed with a single oscillator. We observe that the oscillator pairs {1, 3} and {2, 4}

are in-phase synchronized and, therefore, form two clusters in Fig. 6.3(a). Between

these clusters, we observe anti-phase synchronization. During this type of clustering,

all four oscillators show a dominant frequency of 12.31 Hz (Fig. 6.3a-II). On the other

hand, in Fig. 6.3(b), we observe that oscillators {1, 2, 4} form one cluster of in-phase

synchronized oscillations, which is anti-phase synchronized with the oscillator 3 that

alone forms another cluster. Here, every oscillator in the network exhibits a frequency

of 12.09 Hz (Fig. 6.3b-II).

The presence of desynchrony in the system of oscillators gives rise to the occurrence

of symmetry-breaking phenomena such as chimera, weak chimera, etc. In a network of

four oscillators, the coexistence of a synchronized and desynchronized pair of oscilla-

tors is referred to as chimera (Abrams and Strogatz, 2004). In Fig. 6.3(c), we observe

the state of chimera in four coupled oscillators where the oscillator pair {2, 3} are syn-

chronized and oscillate at a frequency of 11.51 Hz. The other oscillators 1 and 4 having
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Figure 6.3: (I) The temporal variation in the relative phase between a pair of candle-
flame oscillators and (II) the dominant frequency of each oscillator for the
states of (a), (b) clustering, (c) chimera, and (d) weak chimera observed in
a network of four coupled oscillators.

frequencies of 11.03 Hz and 10.87 Hz, respectively, are desynchronized with each other

and also with the synchronized pair of oscillators. The weak chimera observed in this

network of candle-flame oscillators is shown in Fig. 6.3(d), where oscillators 2, 3, and

4 are frequency synchronized having equal frequencies of 11.69 Hz, while oscillator 1

is desynchronized with all three oscillators and has a frequency of 11.09 Hz.

Apart from the aforementioned either oscillatory or completely quenched (ampli-

tude death) states of coupled dynamics, we also witness a novel dynamical state called

partial amplitude death (PAD) in a mutually coupled network of four candle-flame oscil-

lators. Partial amplitude death is characterized by the coexistence of nearly quenched

states and oscillatory states in a coupled system of oscillators (Atay, 2003). In the

case of candle-flame oscillators, we report the first observation of two variants of PAD

states. In the first type of PAD (Fig. 6.4a), we observe that two oscillators (1 and 4)

exhibit desynchronized oscillations, while the oscillators 2 and 3 are nearly quenched
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Figure 6.4: (a), (b) The time series of the heat release rate fluctuations observed dur-
ing two different variants of partial amplitude death states observed in the
network of four coupled candle-flame oscillators.

displaying minimal fluctuations of zero amplitude. Such a state of PAD is observed in

the straight configuration of oscillators, where the outer oscillators are in the oscilla-

tory state, and the inner two oscillators are in the quenched state. In another form of

PAD, three oscillators are observed to be in the quenched state while one remains in

an oscillatory state. In Fig. 6.4(b), we observe that the oscillators 2, 3, and 4 are in a

quenched state, while the oscillator 1 exhibits limit cycle oscillations. Such a state is

observed for the star configuration, where oscillator 1 is the central oscillator, and the

other oscillators are the outer ones that surround the central oscillator.

6.2.3 Global Dynamics of Weakly Coupled Network of Oscillators

Having discussed all the dynamical states observed in a network of coupled candle-

flame oscillators individually in Figs. 6.1- 6.4, we now move our attention to catego-

rizing the occurrence of these states in networks of 3 and 4 oscillators when the link

distances between the oscillators are d = 3 cm and 4 cm (Fig. 6.5). As mentioned

previously, when the number of oscillators is greater than 3, and the distance between

oscillators is larger (d > 2 cm), we observe the alternate occurrence of multiple sta-

ble states of coupled dynamics in a network of oscillators. As a result, to account for

all these states, we plot the percentage occurrence of each dynamical state observed

at each topological arrangement (Fig. 6.5). Here, the percentage indicates the average
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time for which a given coupled behaviour of oscillators is observed in a system for an

experimental duration of 60 s over 20 trials. For example, in the case of a straight con-

figuration with four oscillators placed at d = 3 cm, we observe the occurrence of three

dynamical states: clustering, chimera, and weak chimera. The percentage of occurrence

of these states for the configuration is 42%, 27%, and 31%, respectively (see Fig. 6.5a).

Figure 6.5: Percentage occurrence of different dynamical states in a network of cou-
ple candle-flame oscillators for a given number of oscillators (specified in
braces) arranged in different topological configurations when the distance
between the oscillators is (a) d = 3 cm and (b) d = 4 cm. The maximum
standard deviation of the percentage occurrence of each dynamical state is
approximately 13 %.

From Fig. 6.5, we observe that for a closed-loop network of oscillators (e.g., square

and triangle network where all oscillators have an equal degree), one stable dynamical

state of coupled oscillators dominates over the other states. For example, in the square

configuration of 4 oscillators with d = 3 cm (Fig. 6.5a), we see the singular dominance

of clustering. Similarly, for d = 4 cm between oscillators for the same configuration

(Fig. 6.5b), chimera state dominates with 57 % than the states of clustering ( 28 %)

and in-phase synchronization ( 15 %). However, such behaviour of oscillators is not as

prominent in the case of a triangular network. Furthermore, we observe that the num-

ber of stable states observed for a given number of oscillators is lesser for a closed-loop

network. For example, in the case of three oscillators having a link distance of d = 4

cm, we observe that the straight configuration displays four dynamical states, whereas

the triangular configuration exhibits only two. We can also note that the global synchro-

nization between all oscillators (state of in-phase synchronization) is observed only for

closed-loop networks. On the other hand, for open-loop network topologies with a
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varying degree for each oscillator, we observe an increased number of multiple stable

dynamical states. For instance, in the case of star configuration for both Fig. 6.5(a) and

Fig. 6.5(b), we observe the presence of four different dynamical states and all having a

nearly equal probability of occurrence. We further note that the PAD states discussed

in Fig. 6.4 are observed only for open-loop topologies (straight and star configuration)

with four oscillators. Similarly, we observe the existence of rotating clusters only in the

open-loop topology (straight configurations) with three oscillators.

As we increase the link distance without changing the topology of the oscillators,

we observe the increased existence of desynchrony in the system (as oscillators have

different frequencies). To elaborate, for a given topological arrangement (say, the trian-

gular configuration with 3 oscillators), as we increase the link distance from d = 3 cm

(Fig. 6.5a) to 4 cm (Fig. 6.5b), we observe an increase in the existence of states of weak

chimera (oscillators having different frequencies) and a decrease in the occurrence of

states such as in-phase synchronization and clustering (all oscillators exhibit equal fre-

quencies). Moreover, as the number of oscillators (N ) is increased from 3 to 4, we

observe the emergence of states such as PAD and chimera along with the disappearance

of states such as rotating clusters. We can extend such behaviour and conjecture that

as the number is increased further (N > 4), one can expect the vanishing of highly

synchronous states such as in-phase synchronization and clustering. Further, it is also

notable that the stability (the oscillatory cycles for which a state is exhibited) of these

symmetry-breaking states increases with an increase in the number of oscillators (Wol-

frum and Omel’chenko, 2011). Therefore, we can also conjecture that an increased

occurrence of symmetry-breaking states such as weak chimera and chimera can be ob-

served in a network with a higher number of oscillators (N > 4) under weak coupling

(higher distances).

6.3 Annular Network of Oscillators

Having discussed the various dynamical behaviour exhibited by networks of candle-

flame oscillators consisting of two to four oscillators placed in various topological ar-

rangements, we next move on to investigating the global dynamics of a ring (regular)

network in detail (see Fig. 6.6). In this case, the effect of an increase in the number
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of oscillators from 5 to 7 at a fixed link distance of d = 3 cm is investigated. In the

network, as the oscillators are locally coupled to their nearest neighbours, all oscillators

possess a degree of 2. From Fig. 6.5, we observe that closed-loop topologies tend to

exhibit increased synchrony and stability as compared to open-loop topologies. In annu-

lar networks of oscillators, we primarily observe the states of clustering (CL), chimera

(CH), and weak chimera (WC). The dynamical state having the coexistence of multiple

frequency synchronized groups, each having one or more oscillators, can be categorized

to a state of weak chimera. A specific case of weak chimera, where a single frequency

synchronized group of oscillators coexist with a group of desynchronized oscillators is

referred to as chimera.

For link distances of 0 cm and 1 cm, we observe the state of in-phase synchroniza-

tion and amplitude death, respectively, irrespective of the number of oscillators present

in the annular topology. This is similar to the observation of these system dynamics

of other network topologies discussed in Fig. 3.4. When the link distance between the

oscillators is d = 3 cm, the neighbouring oscillators have a tendency to exhibit anti-

phase synchrony due to the alternate shedding of vortices from oscillators in each cycle

(Dange et al., 2019b). As a result, we observe a difference in the dynamics of an an-

nular network having even number of oscillators from those having odd numbers. The

existence of global synchrony, in the form of clustering, is observed in the case of net-

works with even number of oscillators alone. Further, we observe that during the state

of clustering, the network separates into two clusters consisting of equal number of os-

cillators. For example, in a square network of four oscillators, the state of clustering

is observed with the formation of two clusters, each having two oscillators (Fig. 6.5a).

Similarly, for a ring-network of six oscillators (see Fig. 6.6b), we observe the formation

of two clusters, each consisting of three oscillators. In both the cases discussed above,

the formation of two clusters occurs such that adjacent oscillators belong to different

clusters.

On the contrary, in ring networks having odd number of candle-flame oscillators

with N > 3, we do not observe the existence of clustering states; however, we observe

the existence of only chimera and weak chimera states. These states occur in various

forms which are referred to as variants of the given dynamical state. In Fig. 6.6a âĂŞ

(i),(ii) we observe the state of weak chimera where the coexistence of frequency syn-

chronized and desynchronized oscillators occur. However, the number is the frequency
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Figure 6.6: (a)-(c) The effect of an increase in the number of oscillators on the dy-
namical behaviour of annular network consisting of five, six, and seven
oscillators, respectively. (I) Schematic of annular network topology for
different oscillators, (II) bar charts of dominant frequencies of oscillations
corresponding to different dynamical states, namely clustering (CL), weak
chimera (WC), and chimera (CH), and (III) percentage occurrence of these
dynamical states in a given experiment for these annular networks. The
numbers indicated in (a) is a reference number for each oscillator.

synchronized and desynchronized groups are not the same for the weak chimera states

presented. As the number of oscillators in an annular topology is increased, we observe

an increase in the number of variants of weak chimera and chimera states exhibited by

these oscillators. We observe the existence of two variants of weak chimera in a net-

work with five oscillators (Fig. 6.6a-i,ii) and four variants in the network with seven

oscillators (Fig. 6.6c-i-iv). Further, in a seven-oscillator ring network, we observe that

the chimera states have a greater number of desynchronized oscillators (Fig. 6.6c-vi) as

opposed to five oscillator ring network which predominantly has synchronized oscilla-

tors (Fig. 6.6a-iii). Furthermore, we observe an increase in the percentage occurrence
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of chimera states as the number is increased from five to seven (Fig. 6.6a,c-III), which

in turn, points towards the increase in the stability of these symmetry-breaking states in

larger networks.

6.4 Conclusions and Discussion

To summarize, in this paper, we investigate the dependency of parameters such as the

number of oscillators, coupling topology, and the strength of interaction on the global

behaviour of a minimal network of limit-cycle oscillators. Towards this purpose, we

perform an experimental investigation on candle-flame oscillators, where the number of

oscillators in a network is increased from 2 to 4, the oscillators are coupled in closed-

loop (triangle and square) or open-loop (straight and star) topologies, and the strength

of coupling between the oscillators is decreased by increasing the distance between

them. The closed-loop topology induces nearly equal/symmetric coupling between the

oscillators (i.e., global coupling with equal degrees), while the open-loop topology rep-

resents an unequal/asymmetric coupling (i.e. non-local coupling with unequal degrees)

between the oscillators. In annular networks with a fixed link distance between the os-

cillators, as the number of oscillators in the network is increased, we observe that the

dynamics exhibited by networks consisting of even number of oscillators is different

from those with an odd number. In an annular network consisting of an even number of

oscillators placed 3 cm apart, the state of clustering is exhibited with the formation of

two clusters, with adjacent oscillators being allotted in different clusters. On the other

hand, we observe only weak chimera and chimera states in networks with odd number

of oscillators and the stability of chimera states increases as the number of oscillators is

increased.

When the oscillators are very close to each other, the coupling strength between

them is very high. As a result, global dynamical behaviours exhibited by these os-

cillators, i.e., the state of in-phase synchronization (d = 0 cm) and amplitude death

(d = 1 cm), are highly stable (sustained for longer duration). We also observe that the

occurrence of these dynamical states is independent of other parameters, such as the

number of oscillators and the network topology considered in the study. However, as

the distance between the oscillators is increased (d > 3 cm), we observe a dependency
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of the global behaviour of the network on these parameters, due to a decrease in the

coupling strength between the oscillators. Such topological dependency of oscillators

can be clearly depicted through the degree of each oscillator in a network. We observe

the presence of multiple stable dynamical states that are alternately exhibited in time at

a given distance between the oscillators. Therefore, we plot the percentage occurrence

of these dynamical states for each network topology. These states include in-phase

synchronization, clustering, rotating clusters, chimera, weak chimera, partial amplitude

death, and desynchronization.

We notice that the occurrence of the clustering state in a network topology depends

on the degree of each oscillator. For a network of three oscillators, we observe two

types of clustering behaviours. One of these types of clustering, usually observed in the

literature (Pecora et al., 2014), consists of the phase difference between the oscillator

pairs as 0 or 180 deg. Such clustering behaviour is observed for the straight (open-loop)

network. The oscillators on the edge, having a degree of one, are in-phase synchronized,

while this pair is anti-phase synchronized to the central oscillator, having a degree of 2

(Fig. 3.4b-i). In another type of clustering that is witnessed in a triangular (closed-loop)

network, we do not observe the phase shift between the oscillators at 0 or 180 deg. We

observe that the oscillators are locked in a phase difference of 84 degrees, 152 degrees,

and 68 degrees (Fig. 6.1a). The unstable nature of maintaining 0 or 180 degrees due

to the closed-loop arrangement with three oscillators is a possible reason behind such a

state of clustering.

Furthermore, we observe the phenomena of rotating clusters in an open-loop net-

work topology containing three oscillators. In the straight configuration, the oscillator

in the centre (say, B) has a degree of two and that on edges (say, A and C) have a de-

gree of one. Here, oscillators tend to form two clusters, where two adjacent oscillators

(A and B) exhibit in-phase synchronization while maintaining anti-phase synchroniza-

tion with the third oscillator (C). Due to the low stability of such a clustering state, the

clusters flip and the central oscillator (B) forms a cluster (in-phase synchrony) with the

oscillator C and this pair displays anti-phase synchrony with the oscillator A. Thereby,

exhibiting the occurrence of rotating- like clustering behaviour in the system.

Another novel phenomenon which is observed only in open-loop network topolo-

gies (star and straight) with four oscillators, is the state of partial amplitude death
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(PAD). In the straight network, we observe that the oscillators on either edge having

a degree of 1 are quenched, while the other two oscillators in the middle having a de-

gree of 2 are in a state of desynchronized oscillation (Fig. 6.4a). On the contrary, in

a star configuration during the state of PAD, three oscillators on the periphery having

a degree of 1 are quenched and that at the centre having a degree of 3 remains in an

oscillatory state (Fig. 6.4b). We believe that a system with the coexistence of oscilla-

tors having a degree of 1 and a higher degree is pertinent for the exhibition of PAD.

The oscillator having degree 1 in such systems would be quenched while the oscillators

having a higher degree would remain oscillatory.

In a network of four oscillators, we observe the occurrence of chimera state in every

topology except for the square topology at a distance of d = 3 cm (Fig. 6.5). For d = 3

cm, the highly stable nature of the clustering state restricts the oscillators from oscillat-

ing at different frequencies. The state of chimera in open-loop networks is observed to

alternate between states of clustering and in-phase synchronization, called alternating

chimera, refer Chapter 5.

Thus, the present study highlights that coupled behaviour of limit-cycle oscillators

in minimal networks depends on the number of oscillators, the coupling strength be-

tween the oscillators, and the coupling structure/topology of these oscillators. Strongly

coupling leads to the occurrence of a global behaviour in the network, that remain inde-

pendent of the number or the topology of oscillators. However, for weakly/asymmetrically

coupled oscillators, the global behaviour exhibits the occurrence of multiple states

where these states alternately switch in time. We strongly believe that these results on

topological dependence can be extended to other systems such as power grids, neuronal

networks, vortex interactions in turbulence, and seizure dynamics.
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CHAPTER 7

Generic Model for Candle-flame Oscillators: Time-delay

Coupled Stuart-Landau Oscillators

The behaviour of coupled candle-flame oscillators resembles the behaviour exhib-

ited by coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators. Stuart-Landau (SL) oscillator is a general

paradigmatic model used to approximate a variety of weakly nonlinear systems near

Hopf bifurcation. SL oscillators are extensively used to complement the experimental

results from various system (Atay, 2010) including coupled candle-flame oscillators.

Here, the oscillators are identical (that is, the frequency of each oscillator is the

same) and are coupled with time-delay coupling alone. The general equation for the

well-known Stuart-Landau oscillator is given by (Reddy et al., 1998; Atay, 2010)

Z(t) = (a+ ω − |Z(t)|2)Z(t) (7.1)

where Z(t) is a complex variable given as Z(t) =
√
aeiωt,

√
a being the amplitude of

the oscillator (a > 0) and ω being the natural frequency of oscillation. We choose the

value of a (= 1) such that each oscillator exhibits a stable limit cycle oscillation in an

uncoupled state.

The results presented in this chapter are published in K. Manoj, S. A. Pawar and R. I. Sujith, Ex-
perimental Evidence of Amplitude Death and Phase-Flip Bifurcation between In-Phase and Anti-Phase
Synchronization Scientific reports, 8, 11626, (2018).

K. Manoj, S. A. Pawar, S, Dange, S, Mondal, R. I. Sujith, E. Surovyatkina, and J. Kurths, Syn-
chronization route to weak chimera in four candle-flame oscillators Physical Review E, 100, 062204,
(2019).



7.1 Coupled Behaviour of a Pair of Stuart-Landau Os-

cillators

The experimental results from coupled candle-flame oscillators having identical NC ,

including the coexistence of AD and PFB and the existence of AD amidst IP and AP

oscillations, is supplemented using the equations for the linearly coupled Stuart-Landau

oscillators with time-delay coupling are given by

Ż1(t) = [1 + iω1 − |Z1(t)|2]Z1(t) +K[Z2(t− τ)− Z1(t)] (7.2)

Ż2(t) = [1 + iω2 − |Z2(t)|2]Z2(t) +K[Z1(t− τ)− Z2(t)] (7.3)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to each Stuart-Landau oscillator. The second

term on the right-hand side in both the equations (2) and (3), for instance, K[Z2(t −

τ) − Z1(t)], contributes to the time-delay coupling. In the equations, τ corresponds to

the time delay and K to the coupling strength between the oscillators.

The interactions among the respective oscillators are controlled through the cou-

pling strengthK and time-delay τ . Numerical simulations are performed using a fourth-

order Runge-Kutta scheme with a step size of 0.01. Here, the first 5×104 time units are

disregarded as transient time and the analysis is performed only on the asymptotically

stable dynamical behaviour of the system.

We notice that the behaviour observed at low and high values of NC (number of

candles in an oscillator) with increasing d (distance between the oscillators) in a system

of coupled candle-flame oscillators is qualitatively similar to that observed at respective

low and high values of K (coupling strength) with increasing τ (time-delay) in the

model of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators. Further, we notice in experiments that

with an increase in NC , the amplitude of oscillations of an individual candle-flame

oscillator increases (see Fig. 4.4b) and, we conjecture that this increase in amplitude

contributes to an increase in the coupling strength between the oscillators. Further,

we consider the oscillators as identical (ω1 = ω2 = ω), as the natural frequency of

a pair of candle-flame oscillators in their uncoupled state is nearly equal, when Nc is

the same in both the oscillators. The results of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators for the
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transition from in-phase (IP) to anti-phase (AP) through the amplitude death (AD) state,

and the direct transition through phase-flip bifurcation (PFB) are shown in Fig. 7.1 and

Fig. 7.2, respectively. A two-parameter plot showing the variation of K with τ for these

oscillators is shown in Fig. 7.3.

The initial conditions of Z1 and Z2 are fixed at 0.3 and 0.5, respectively, and the

non-dimensional frequencies (ω) of both oscillators are kept the same at 10 throughout

the study.

Figure 7.1: Synchronization transition from in-phase (IP) to anti-phase (AP) state
via intermediate amplitude death (AD) state for coupled identical Stuart-
Landau oscillators. (a)-(c) The times series of IP, AD and AP states ob-
served for coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators for different values of time de-
lay (τ ) such as 0, 0.15 and 0.25, respectively, at a constant value of coupling
strength (K) equal to 15. (d)-(f), The variation of the dominant frequency,
the root mean square value of the amplitude of oscillations and the mean
phase difference between the oscillators for different values of τ .

From Fig. 7.1, we see that for a constant low value of K(=15), we observe that as τ

is increased, both oscillators transition from IP to AP states of oscillation via an inter-

mediate state of AD. During IP state, the frequency of coupled oscillators is observed to

decrease from the frequency of an uncoupled oscillator (ω=10, shown by the horizontal

line in Fig. 7.1d), whereas it shows a significant jump during the onset of AP, which

eventually decreases and approaches a value close to the frequency of an uncoupled os-

cillator. The response amplitude of coupled oscillators (in Fig. 7.1e) shows a continuous

decrease and increase during IP and AP states, respectively. However, the amplitude of

oscillations is nearly zero, showing the cessation of oscillations, during AD state. The

mean phase difference between the signals of both oscillators shows a value of zero

degrees during IP state and a value of 180 degrees during AP state (in Fig. 7.1f). Such
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variation in the properties of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators due to the change in

delay between the oscillators for a constant value of the coupling strength is qualita-

tively similar to that observed in the experiments of coupled candle-flame oscillators

(refer Fig. 4.1, Fig. 4.2a and Fig. 4.3), when the number of candles in an oscillator was

low (3 to 5). This supports our conjecture of the importance of time delay in display-

ing AD state in between the states of IP and AP synchronization in a pair of coupled

candle-flame oscillators.

Figure 7.2: Synchronization transition from in-phase (IP) to anti-phase (AP) mode
through phase-flip bifurcation (PFB) for coupled identical Stuart-Landau
oscillators. The time series corresponding to (a) IP and (b) AP states of os-
cillations for a constant higher value of coupling strength (K = 55) obtained
at different values of time delay (τ ) as 0.01 and 0.25, respectively. (c)-(e),
The variation of the dominant frequency, the root mean square amplitude
and the mean phase difference between the oscillators with τ .

When the value of K(= 55) is considerably high as shown in Fig. 7.2, we observe

a sudden transition from IP to AP state. This abrupt transition is accompanied by an

equivalent jump in the value of the dominant frequency and the mean relative phase be-

tween the oscillators. In contrast, the amplitude of oscillations is observed to decrease

and then increase gradually during the transition from IP to AP states. At this value of

K, we observe the exhibition of PFB by coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators as a result

of varying time delay between them. These results are qualitatively similar to that ob-

served for coupled candle-flame oscillators consisting of eight candles in each oscillator

(refer Figs. 4.5b,c).

Figure 7.3 shows the mapping of different dynamical states such as in-phase (IP),

amplitude death (AD) and anti-phase (AP) in a parameter space of K and τ . At low
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Figure 7.3: Two-parameter bifurcation plot between time delay (τ ) and coupling
strength (K) for a system of time-delay coupled identical Stuart-Landau
oscillators.

values of K, the transition from IP to AP state happens via the AD state (refer Fig. 7.1),

whose region gradually decreases as K is increased. Further, a sufficient increase in

K value causes the complete disappearance of the AD zone and the emergence of a

new phenomenon of phase-flip bifurcation (PFB) (refer Fig. 7.2). During PFB, the os-

cillators shift their coupled dynamics directly from IP to AP oscillations accompanied

by a jump in the value of frequency and phase difference. Thus, the presence of time

delay alone in a system of identical oscillators (oscillators with the same natural fre-

quency) can result in the coexistence of two different phenomena such as AD and PFB.

These results are very much similar to Fig. 4.5, where the distance between the coupled

candle-flame oscillators contributes to the delay in their coupling and the number of

candles contributes to the change in coupling strength between the oscillators.

7.2 Coupled Behaviour of Four Stuart-Landau Oscilla-

tors

The dynamics of four time-delay coupled SL oscillators with an addition of Gaussian

noise in the uncoupled state is examined and compared with the results obtained from

the experiments with four candle-flame oscillators. In the recent study presented in

Chapter 4, time-delay coupled SL oscillators have been used to model the dynamics of

two coupled candle-flame oscillators at various distances between them. They qualita-
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tively captured the synchronization modes such as in-phase synchronization, amplitude

death and anti-phase synchronization exhibited by these oscillators. Further, coupling

of multiple SL oscillators displays various nonlinear symmetry-breaking phenomena

such as clustering, chimera, and weak chimera (Premalatha et al., 2018; Kemeth et al.,

2018). Hence, we believe that SL oscillators prove to be efficient in modelling the

coupled dynamics of four candle-flame oscillators. Further, the general equation for

coupled SL oscillators with time-delay coupling is given below. An additive Gaussian

white noise term ε(t) is added in the general equation of SL oscillators to mimic the

noisy fluctuations encountered in practical experiments with candle flame oscillators.

Żj(t) = [1 + iωj − |Zj(t)|2]Zj(t) + ΣlKjl[Zl(t− τjl)− Zj(t)] + σε(t) (7.4)

where j, lε {1,2,3, and 4}, and Kjl & τjl are the coupling strength and time-delay con-

stants between the oscillators j and l, respectively. σ represents the strength of the

additive noise which is kept constant at 0.2 and ε(t) represents the additive Gaussian

white noise whose mean is zero, and the variance is proportional to the square root of

the time step used for computation.

We conjecture that the time-delay constants, τjl, in the system of coupled SL oscil-

lators (equation 7.4) are analogous to the distance between the oscillators in the exper-

iments on coupled candle-flame oscillators. As the distance between two oscillators is

increased, the time for the propagation of information from one oscillator to another also

increases. Hence, the time-delay between the oscillators is directly proportional to the

distance between them. On the other hand, we also assume that the strength of interac-

tion between the oscillators is inversely related to their distance. Hence, the increase in

distance decreases the coupling strength between the oscillators. This, in turn, suggests

that the coupling strength decreases with the increase in time-delay. Hence, in order to

capture this dependency of coupling parameters in the model, we propose a nonlinear

relation between the coupling strength, K, and time-delay, τ (K = 2.5× 10( − 4.6τ)).

The choice of such a suitable relation between coupling strength and time-delay has

been made after the analysis of several possible relations and comparison of the cou-

pled features of candle-flame oscillators discovered in experiments, as shown in the

main manuscript.
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Due to the rectangular topology of oscillators used in our experiments (Fig. 3.3),

implying equal distance on opposite side, we define τx and τy such that τ12 = τ34 = τx

and τ13 = τ24 = τy. Using the analogy from the Euclidean distance, we define the time-

delay between the coupling of diagonally placed oscillators as d =
√
τ 2x + τ 2y . Initial

conditions and frequencies for the oscillators {1,2,3,4} are fixed at {0.3,0.3,0.5,0.5}

and 10, respectively. The results of different modes of coupled dynamics obtained at

various combinations of time delay and coupling strength values are explained in Figs.

7.4- 7.8.

7.2.1 In-phase Synchronization and Amplitude Death

Figure 7.4: Time series (I , with oscillator index 1 to 4, shown as the normalized am-
plitude fluctuating between 1 and -1) for the states of (a), in-phase synchro-
nization, and (b), amplitude death, in a system of four time-delay coupled
Stuart-Landau oscillators.

During the in-phase synchronization state of oscillation (see Fig. 7.4a), all the os-

cillators attain maxima and minima simultaneously exhibiting a phase shift of zero de-

grees. This state of synchronization is observed for the {τx, τy} combination of {0.05,

0.05}, and has a frequency of oscillation of 9.3 Hz. During the state of amplitude death

(see Fig. 7.4b), observed for {τx, τy} combination of {0.1, 0.1}, we observe that the

amplitude of oscillations in all the oscillators simultaneously quench to a zero value,

which is highlighted by the orange colour of the plot. These states of coupled dynamics

are similar to the in-phase synchronization and amplitude death states observed in a

system of four coupled candle-flame oscillators, presented in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 7.5: Variation in (I), the relative phase (∆φ) between each pair of oscillators, and
(II), the angular frequency (ω) of each oscillator for a system of coupled
Stuart-Landau (SL) oscillators during different states of clustering. The
states of clustering presented here correspond to τx and τy of (a) 0.1 × 0.4,
(b) 0.3 × 0.3, and (c) 0.4 × 0.1.

7.2.2 Clustering States

During the state of clustering (see Fig. 7.5), oscillators having equal instantaneous prop-

erties (amplitude and phase) group themselves to form clusters while maintaining a

constant phase difference (180 degrees in the case shown here) between each cluster.

The frequency of all oscillators in a population irrespective of the cluster they belong to

would remain the same during the state of clustering. In all three types of clustering ex-

hibited by four SL oscillators, we observe the presence of two clusters, each consisting

of two in-phase synchronized oscillators (∆φ 0 deg), and anti-phase synchronization

(∆φ 180 deg) between the clusters. The frequencies of oscillators during each type

of clustering presented in Fig. 7.5(a) to Fig. 7.5(c) are 10.0, 10.2 and 9.3 Hz, respec-

tively. Similar states of clustering, shown in Fig. 7.5(a) to Fig. 7.5(c) are observed in

the experiments with coupled candle-flame oscillators and are discussed in Fig. 5.4.

7.2.3 Symmetry-breaking States

In Fig. 7.6(a) during the state of chimera, we observe the coexistence of the in-phase

synchronized oscillator pair {1, 3} coexisting with the desynchronized pair {2, 4}. The

oscillators {2, 4} have different frequencies among themselves (i.e. 10.03 Hz and 10.02
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Figure 7.6: Variation in (I) the relative phase (∆φ) between each pair of oscillators, and
(II) the angular frequency (ω) of each oscillator for a system of coupled
Stuart-Landau (SL) oscillators during the states of (a) chimera, (b) in-phase
chimera, and (c) anti-phase chimera.

Hz, respectively), whereas the synchronized pair of oscillators exhibits a frequency of

9.97 Hz. This state corresponds to τx and τy of 0.475 × 0.425. During the state of

in-phase chimera presented in Fig. 7.6(b), the oscillator pairs {1, 2} and {3, 4} exhibit

in-phase synchronization while being desynchronized with each other. Hence, we ob-

serve a phase shift of zero degrees for the oscillator combinations of {1, 2} and {3,

4}, and phase drifting behaviour for all other combination of oscillators. The oscilla-

tor pair {1, 2} have equal frequencies of 9.28 Hz, while the oscillators {3, 4} oscillate

at a different frequency of 9.26 Hz. A similar observation is observed in the case of

anti-phase chimera presented in Fig. 7.6(c), where the oscillator pairs {1, 2} and {3,

4} are anti-phase synchronized having a phase shift of 180 degrees, and all other com-

binations are desynchronized. The frequency of the synchronized pair {1, 2} is 9.99

Hz, while that of the pair {3, 4} is 9.97 Hz. The presence of in-phase and anti-phase

chimera states is observed for the τx and τy combinations of 0.1 × 0.5 and 0.3 × 0.5,

respectively. The states of chimera, in-phase chimera and anti-phase chimera observed

in coupled SL oscillators are similar to the states presented in Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.1(c) and

Fig. 5.1(d) in experiments with coupled candle-flame oscillators. Other states of weak

chimera and multi-phase weak chimera (Figs. 5.1(a) and (b), respectively) observed in

the experiments could not be reproduced in the system of coupled SL oscillators with

the nonlinear coupling strength relation employed in the present study.
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7.2.4 Global Dynamical Behaviour of the System

The two-parameter bifurcation plots depict the various states of coupled dynamics ob-

served for each combination of x and y values in SL oscillators for each relation be-

tween coupling strength, Ki and time delay, τi, where subscript i corresponds to the

notations x, y and d is shown in Fig. 7.7. These states include in-phase synchroniza-

tion, amplitude death, clustering, weak chimeras, and chimera. The heuristic models

govern the specific variation of coupling strength with time delay between the oscilla-

tors. From various trials of each relation, we found that the two-parameter bifurcation

plot shown in Fig. 7.7(e), the plot with the coupling strength and time-delay relation of

Ki = 2.5 × 10−4.6τi , exhibit a close resemblance with the experimental results. How-

ever, for this specific case of coupling shown in Fig. 7.7(e), we see a few states which

are not observed in the experimental results and are marked as others. These states are

discussed in detail in the subsequent figure.

In Fig. 7.8(a), we observe the state of complete desynchrony where all combinations

of the relative phase between the oscillators exhibit a phase drifting behaviour. The

frequencies of all the oscillators during the state of complete desynchrony, observed at

the τx and τy combination of 0.45× 0.45, are different from one another. The plots Fig.

7.8(b), (c) represent the phenomena of slow breathing and fast breathing clusters, where

the oscillator dynamics intermittently switches between the states of desynchrony and

clustering. For the state of slow breathing clusters [shown in Fig. 7.8(b)], the oscillators

exhibit clustering and desynchronized states for a longer duration when compared to

the state of fast breathing clusters [shown in Fig. 7.8(c)]. The regions of clustering and

complete desynchrony are marked with blue and green braces, respectively. During the

states of breathing clusters (both slow and fast), the frequency of oscillators during the

clustering region of oscillations is 10.07 Hz, whereas all oscillators oscillate at different

frequencies from one another during the state of desynchrony. The states of slow and

fast breathing clusters are observed for τx and τy combinations of 0.45 × 0.475 and

0.475 × 0.55, respectively. The states described in this figure are not observed in the

experiments on four coupled candle-flame oscillators.
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Figure 7.7: (I) The variation of coupling strength (Ki) with time delay (τi) for four
coupled SL oscillators and (II) the corresponding two-parameter bifurca-
tion plot obtained for various heuristic relations assumed between Ki and
i, where subscript i corresponds to the notations x, y and d. These rela-
tions include (a) constant, (b) inverse-square, (c) linear, (d) sinusoidal, and
(e) negative exponent of 10, which are chosen to qualitatively match the
dynamics of coupled candle-flame oscillators observed in experiments (see
Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 7.8: The temporal variation of the relative phase between each combination of
oscillators for the states depicted as âĂŸothersâĂŹ in the two-parameter
bifurcation plot shown in Fig.7.7.

7.3 Conclusions and Discussion

To summarize, we observe that the coupled dynamics exhibited by a coupled pair and

quadruplet of Stuart-Landau oscillators complement the experimental results obtained

from coupled candle-flame oscillators. Although a physical connection between the two

oscillators is not made in the study, a thorough progressive analysis of SL oscillator is

carried out to come to such a conclusion. We observe that in the case of coupled pair of

SL oscillators, at low values ofK, the system transitions from IP to AP via AD, whereas

for high values, we observe PFB. The amplitude and frequency of the oscillators along

with the mean phase difference between the oscillators for each of these dynamical state

observed in SL oscillators showed the same trend as the experimental results.

In the case of four coupled SL oscillators, the determinism of the relationship be-

tween the value of K and τ for a given direction was very crucial. Many theoretical

studies use various types of coupling, such as local, non-local, and global coupling

strategies. In the case of candle-flame oscillators, one can easily argue the existence

of non-local coupling, where the strength of coupling between the oscillators decrease

with distance (or time delay). However, such a monotonic decrease can be modelled
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by various means such linear, exponential and inverse square. Therefore, in order to

find an approximate trend, most of the possible monotonic decrease curves, were sub-

jected to the test, to obtain the aptest relationship, which complements the results from

candle-flame oscillators.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion and Scope for Future Work

The main focus of this project report is to investigate the dynamics exhibited by cou-

pled candle-flame oscillators as various coupling parameters and system parameters are

changed. The control parameters used in the study include distance between oscillators,

the number of candles in an oscillator, the number of oscillators in a system, and the

topological arrangement of oscillators. Plethora of dynamical states such as synchro-

nization, oscillation quenching, chimera, clustering, and weak chimeras are observed in

coupled candle-flame oscillators depending on the combination of control parameters.

The initial focus of the study is to understand the coupled dynamics exhibited by a

pair of candle-flame oscillators as the distance between them is varied. For lower num-

ber of candles, we observed the system shift its dynamical behaviour from in-phase

synchronization to anti-phase synchronization via the presence of the amplitude death

state (AD). As the number of candles in an oscillator is increased, we observed an

abrupt shift from in-phase to anti-phase synchronization, referred commonly as phase-

flip bifurcation (PFB). Hence, the study presents the first experimental evidence of the

coexistence of AD and PFB in a single system. In phase-flip bifurcation, the phases of

coupled oscillators exhibit a sudden flip from in-phase (IP) to anti-phase (AP) synchro-

nization or vice versa, due to change in the coupling parameter. During this transition,

the frequencies of both oscillators also show a significant leap. We extended the study

on mutual interaction between candle-flame oscillators to a system with four oscilla-

tors. We discovered the presence of the novel state of multi-phase weak chimera along

with the experimental existence of many theoretically discovered states such as in-phase

and anti-phase weak chimera. We also observed other dynamical states such as weak

chimera, bare minimum chimera, clustering, synchronization and amplitude death.

Further, we performed an experimental investigation on the coupled behaviour of a

minimal network of candle-flame oscillators by changing the number of oscillators in

a network and locating them in various topological arrangements. For a given number

of oscillators, we examined two types of topological arrangements such as closed-loop



(triangle and square: where the oscillators are globally coupled) and open-loop (linear

and star: where they are locally coupled). We observed that when the distance between

the oscillators is small, the network of oscillators exhibits the states of in-phase syn-

chronization (d = 0 cm) and amplitude death (d = 1 cm) irrespective of the number or

the topological arrangement of oscillators in the network. When the distance between

the oscillators is large (d > 2 cm) and the number of oscillators is greater than three, we

observe that the system behaviour alternately switches between one stable dynamical

state to another stable dynamical state in time, for a fixed topological arrangement of

oscillators in a network. With the observation of multiple stable states, we could sketch

the percentage occurrence of each state at a given distance and topology. Due to the

symmetric nature of coupling in closed-loop network topology, the oscillators arranged

in such a topology exhibits increased synchrony and stability when compared to those

in an open-loop network topology. Therefore, we investigated the dynamical behaviour

of oscillators placed in a closed-loop topology (annular) for higher number of oscil-

lators (5-7). We observed that the behaviour exhibited in networks with even number

of oscillators is much different from that observed with an odd number of oscillators.

These results would find application in various real-life problems such as power grids,

neuronal networks, and seizure dynamics (Wickramasinghe and Kiss, 2013).

Finally, the experimental results obtained from coupled candle-flame oscillators are

complemented using the numerical results obtained from a generic model of time-delay

coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators. We concluded that the generic model of coupled

Stuart-Landau oscillators, which is extensively used in modelling varied types of sys-

tems of oscillators, mimics the behaviour exhibited by coupled candle-flame oscillators

at different distances between the oscillators. This conclusion opens a window to var-

ious fields of science and technology where the results from candle-flame oscillators

can be extended to other systems including biological, electrochemical, and electronic

systems. The experiments involving candle-flame oscillators, while being unconven-

tional, are simple to conduct, and can be used to simulate synchronization phenomena

of coupled flames in more complicated systems such as can-annular combustors and

afterburner of a gas turbine engine (Flack, 2005).
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Scope for Future Work

The study on coupled candle-flame oscillators are extensively investigated in the present

project report, however, there are many scopes for future work in this field. A list of

possible future extension of the present study is provided below:

• The results from candle-experiments, although are supplemented well using the
model of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators, are not yet modelled using a math-
ematical model based on the principles of combustion. The model developed by
Kitahata et al. (2009) based on radiation does not capture the key dynamics of
amplitude death or desynchronization observed in two candle-flame oscillators.
Furthermore, this model has not yet been used to explore results from systems
with more than two oscillators. Therefore, a mathematical model having a physi-
cal and chemical basis to the experimental candle-flame oscillator is to be ideated
in future studies.

• Furthermore, many studies have postulated varied reasons behind the occurrence
of the dynamical states in the oscillators (Kitahata et al., 2009; Dange et al.,
2019b; Yang et al., 2019). Therefore, a study on the computational fluid dynam-
ical simulation of coupled candle-flame oscillator might provide more clarity on
the physical reason behind the occurrence of all the dynamical states observed.

• The experimental investigation on annular topology of candle-flame oscillators
performed in the present report is restricted to the link distance of 3 cm. A de-
tailed experimental analysis by separating the possible coupling parameters such
as the radius of the circle, the number of oscillators, etc. and individual investiga-
tion of these parameters would provide a clearer view on the interaction between
oscillators in a annular (ring or regular) network.

• The experiments on candle-flame oscillators are primarily an experiment involv-
ing free convention. Comparing these results with experimental studies involving
the coupled dynamics of burners such as bunsen burners (Ferguson et al., 2005)
and turbulent flames (Takagi et al., 2018) that employ forced convention might
provide more insights about many such practical systems.

• There is a possible scope for extending the experimental studies on candle-flame
oscillators involving the investigation of external coupling mechanisms, such as
the involvement of a co-flow, periodic forcing, or an addition of a boundary, dis-
turbing the flow field around the oscillator.

• The generic mathematical model of SL oscillators is used in the present report to
supplement the experimental results of mutual interaction between two and four
oscillators. A study parallel to the investigation of the topological dependence
of candle-flame oscillators by changing the coupling structure in a network of
generic time-delay coupled SL oscillators would also find application in many
fields of science.

• The experimental results obtained from coupled pair of candle-flame oscillators
shows high similarity to that observed in a system of coupled pair of horizon-
tal Rijke tubes (Dange et al., 2019a), which is a prototypical thermoaocustic
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oscillator. The oscillatory nature of coupled flames post interaction with the
acoustic modes of the combustor results in the generation of large-amplitude self-
sustained oscillations, known as thermoacoustic instability (Lieuwen and Yang,
2005; Culick and Kuentzmann, 2006). It is indeed very interesting to note the
similarity in experimental results obtained in such varied systems. Therefore, a
thorough study on this similarity and the applicability of extending the exper-
imental results from candle-flames to the field of thermoacoustics is also very
promising. These results can be used to control/mitigate thermoacoustic oscilla-
tions observed in multiple combustion systems.
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